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 Lead Plaintiffs, Arkansas Teacher Retirement System (“Arkansas Teachers”) and Alex 

Meruelo Living Trust (“Meruelo Trust”), on behalf of themselves and all others similarly 

situated, by and through their undersigned attorneys, allege the following upon knowledge, with 

respect to their own acts, and upon facts obtained through an investigation conducted by their 

counsel.  Lead Counsel’s investigation included, among other things: (a) review and analysis of 

relevant filings made by MasTec, Inc. (“MasTec” or the “Company”) with the United States 

Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”); (b) review and analysis of press releases, public 

statements, news articles and other publications disseminated by or concerning MasTec; (c) 

review and analysis of MasTec’s conference calls with Wall Street analysts; (d) review and 

analysis of securities analysts’ reports concerning MasTec and other publicly available 

information disseminated by or concerning the Company; (e) interviews with former MasTec 

employees; and (f) interviews with third parties who are knowledgeable about the business and 

operations of MasTec and the industry and markets in which the Company operates.  These third 

party witnesses include individuals and entities with knowledge of the facts alleged herein 

relating to the Company’s projects at Coos County, Oregon (the “Coos Bay Project”), California 

State Polytechnic University in Pomona, California (the “Pomona Project”), Rapid City, South 

Dakota (the “Rapid City Tie Project”), and four separate subcontracting projects for MSE Power 

Systems, Inc., two in New York and two in Pennsylvania (the “MSE Projects”), as well facts 

relating to the Company’s wholly-owned Canadian subsidiary, PhaseCom.  Lead Counsel also 

reviewed and analyzed documents relating to these projects and PhaseCom, as well as documents 

pertaining to litigation between MasTec and MSE and between MasTec and Coos Bay.  Lead 

Plaintiffs believe that further substantial evidentiary support will exist for the allegations 

contained herein after a reasonable opportunity for discovery.  Many of the facts supporting the 
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allegations contained herein are known only to the Defendants or are exclusively within their 

custody or control. 

I.   NATURE OF THE ACTION 

1. During the Class Period (August 12, 2003 to May 11, 2004), MasTec and its 

senior officers publicly reported financial results that created the impression that the Company 

was strong, successful and growing.  Indeed, each time MasTec reported its financial results 

during the Class Period, senior management made a point of highlighting the fact that the 

Company’s earnings either met or exceeded estimates.  Fueled by these positive results, 

MasTec’s stock price experienced a meteoric rise, reaching a high of more than $16 per share in 

January 2004 – an increase of more than 100% from the price at which the stock was trading at 

the start of the Class Period.  

2. Seeking to capitalize on its purportedly strong financial results and the 

concomitant increase in its stock price, in January 2004, shortly after the Company reported its 

results for the third quarter of 2003, the Company filed a registration statement with the SEC 

seeking to sell 9.5 million shares to investors for gross proceeds of more than $150 million.  In 

addition, as part of that same offering defendant Jorge Mas, Jr, the Company’s Chairman and 

controlling shareholder, and his family, sought to sell more than $75 million worth of their 

MasTec holdings.  All told, in that Offering, MasTec and its selling shareholders sought to sell 

more than 14 million shares to unsuspecting investors.   

3. MasTec never got the chance to complete the offering.  On March 10, 2004, the 

Company stunned the market by announcing that the filing of its 2003 Form 10-K would be 

delayed.  One month later, the Company announced that it would have to restate its previously 

issued financial statements – an admission that those financial statements were false –  and that 

as a result MasTec’s Chief Financial Officer, Defendant Donald P. Weinstein, was resigning.  
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MasTec’s financial statements were so rife with errors that the Company was unable to file its 

2003 Form 10-K until July 29, 2004 – more than four months after that filing was due.  By the 

end of the Class Period, MasTec stock was trading at $3.99 per share, a decline of more than 

75% from its Class Period high. 

4. As the Company ultimately acknowledged, its purportedly strong financial results 

for 2003 were a mirage.  MasTec was only able to report results which met or exceeded 

estimates because the Company engaged in a variety of accounting machinations designed to 

boost income.  These machinations were not complex; rather, MasTec simply booked revenue 

and income on fabricated invoices and unapproved change orders.  As the Company admitted in 

its 2003 Form 10-K, certain of the accounting misstatements were attributable to “accounting 

irregularities” – an accounting term-of-art that is tantamount to an admission of intentional fraud. 

5. As described herein, Lead Plaintiffs conducted an extensive investigation into the 

restatement, which included interviews with numerous former employees of MasTec and other 

witnesses with personal knowledge of the circumstances which led to the accounting 

improprieties.  These witnesses revealed, among other things, that during the third quarter of 

2003 MasTec improperly recognized millions of dollars in revenue in connection with numerous 

construction projects across the country by booking revenue on phony change orders which had 

never been approved or authorized by the Company’s customers.  As these witnesses made clear, 

MasTec engaged in a pattern and practice whereby, in order to ensure that it would be awarded 

construction contracts, the Company would submit extremely low bids, even though senior 

management knew the Company would not be able to complete the project for the quoted price.  

Once the bid was accepted, MasTec would book millions of dollars in revenue from change 

orders which had never been approved or authorized by the Company’s customers, in an effort to 
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inflate the revenue and profits it received on these projects.  In violation of the express terms of 

its contracts with its customers, MasTec deliberately determined never to submit these 

unapproved change orders at the time the work which purportedly necessitated these change 

orders was being performed.  Rather, MasTec would wait to submit these change orders until the 

project was complete or virtually complete.     

6. As alleged herein, senior management was well aware that the Company was 

booking revenue in violation of generally accepted accounting principles (“GAAP”).  Indeed, 

witnesses stated that on at least two of these projects, the Pomona Project and Rapid City Tie 

Project, the clients specifically told MasTec long before it filed its third quarter financial 

statements with the SEC that it would not receive any additional payments beyond the amounts 

set forth in the respective contracts for these two projects.  Nevertheless, MasTec recognized 

close to $5 million in revenue from the change orders and cost overruns associated with these 

projects in the 2003 third quarter, which inflated earnings by 171%.   

7. The extensive investigation conducted by Lead Plaintiffs further revealed that 

MasTec’s use of change orders to fraudulently recognize revenue was done with the knowledge 

of, and in some cases at the direction of, MasTec’s most senior executives in Miami, including 

defendants Shanfelter and Weinstein.  According to MasTec’s former Vice President and 

General Manager of MasTec Network Services and the MasTec employee in charge of the 

Pomona Project (“Confidential Witness No. 1”), Defendants Shanfelter and Weinstein conducted 

weekly conference calls during the Class Period, during which they would review the status and 

profitability of MasTec’s on-going construction projects.  As Confidential Witness No. 1 

explained, during these calls senior management would be made aware of the millions of dollars 
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in unapproved change orders and cost overruns that were being generated on several of the 

Company’s projects, including the Pomona Project.   

8. Lead Plaintiffs’ investigation into MasTec’s restatement also revealed that senior 

management, including defendant Weinstein, was well aware that MasTec’s Canadian 

subsidiary, PhaseCom, was improperly recognizing revenue as far back as the first half of 2002.  

As Confidential Witness No. 1 explained it, MasTec had been committing financial improprieties 

like those at PhaseCom “since the 1990’s.”  As a result of the PhaseCom fraud, the Company 

improperly booked $1.3 million in the second quarter of 2003, which had the effect of inflating 

net income by 37%. 

II.   JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

9. This Court has jurisdiction over the subject matter of this action under Section 27 

of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (the “Exchange Act”), 15 U.S.C. § 78aa.  The claims 

alleged herein arise under Sections 10(b) and 20(a) of the Exchange Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 78j(b) and 

78t(a), and the rules and regulations the SEC promulgated thereunder, including Rule 10b-5, 17 

C.F.R. 240.10b-5. 

10. Venue is proper in this District pursuant to Section 27 of the Exchange Act, and 

28 U.S.C. § 1391(c).  Many of the acts and transactions that give rise to the violations of law 

alleged herein, including the preparation and dissemination to the public of materially false and 

misleading press releases and filings with the SEC, occurred in this District.  In addition, at all 

times relevant hereto, defendant MasTec maintained its principal executive offices in this 

District, since December 19, 2003, at 800 Douglas Road, Penthouse, Coral Gables, Florida 

33134, and prior to that time at 3155 N.W. 77th Avenue, Miami, Florida. 
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11. In connection with the wrongful acts and conduct alleged herein, defendants, 

directly and indirectly, used the means and instrumentalities of interstate commerce, including 

the United States mail and the facilities of a national securities market. 

III.   THE PARTIES 

Lead Plaintiffs 

12. Lead Plaintiff Arkansas Teachers is a public pension fund established to provide 

benefits to the State of Arkansas’s public school teachers upon their retirement.  Arkansas 

Teachers has approximately $7 billion in assets under management and is responsible for 

retirement benefits for approximately 60,000 active employees and 18,000 retirees.  As set forth 

in the certification attached hereto as Exhibit A, Arkansas Teachers purchased shares of MasTec 

common stock during the Class Period, and suffered damages as a result of the violations of law 

alleged herein.   

13. Lead Plaintiff Meruelo Trust was established in 1996 and exists under California 

law as a living trust.  Mr. Alex Meruelo is the trustee and sole beneficiary of the Meruelo Trust.  

The Meruelo Trust purchased approximately 90,000 shares of MasTec common stock on the 

NYSE during the Class Period, and suffered damages as a result of the violations of law alleged 

herein.  

14. By Order dated August 10, 2004, pursuant to 21D of the Exchange Act, 15 U.S.C. 

§ 78u-4, the Court appointed Arkansas Teachers and the Meruelo Trust as Co-Lead Plaintiffs.   

Defendants 

15. MasTec:  MasTec, a Florida corporation located within this District, primarily 

provides communications, broadband, intelligent traffic, and energy infrastructure services 

throughout North America.  The Company purports to design, build, install, maintain, upgrade, 

and monitor internal and external networks for leading companies and government entities.  
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MasTec was born out of the 1994 merger of two telecom companies:  Burnup & Sims and 

Church & Tower.  Church & Tower – owned and controlled by Jorge Mas Canosa (“Mas 

Canosa”) and his son, Defendant Jorge Mas Jr. (“Mas Jr.”), since 1971 – supplied 

telecommunications infrastructure primarily to South Florida.  In 1980, Mas Canosa was named 

MasTec’s chairman and his son was named as the Company’s President and CEO.  In 1998, 

following the death of Mas Canosa, Mas Jr. became the Chairman of the Company.   

16. MasTec’s shares are traded on the New York Stock Exchange under the symbol 

“MTZ.”  As of June 30, 2004, MasTec had 48,390,100 common shares issued and outstanding.  

The Company’s fiscal year ends December 31.  

17. Jorge Mas Jr.:  Jorge Mas Jr. has been Chairman of MasTec’s Board of 

Directors (the “Board”) since January 1998 and a director since March 1994.  From March 1994 

to October 1999, Mas Jr. served as MasTec’s Chief Executive Officer.  At all times relevant to 

this action, Mas also served as Chairman of MasTec’s Executive Committee.  According to 

MasTec’s Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2003 filed with the SEC on July 29, 2004 

(the “2003 Form 10-K”), Mas Jr. owned a total of 20,095,886 shares of MasTec common stock, 

or 37.48% of the Company’s outstanding shares.   

18. Austin Shanfelter:  Defendant Austin Shanfelter (“Shanfelter”) has served as 

MasTec’s Chief Executive Officer, President and a Member of the Board since August 2001.  

Pursuant to § 302(a) of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, 18 U.S.C. § 1350, Shanfelter certified 

under oath that MasTec’s Form 10-Qs for the quarters ended June 30, 2003 and September 30, 

2003 fairly presented, in all material respects, the financial condition and results of operations of 

the Company.  Shanfelter also signed MasTec’s 2004 Registration Statement filed with the SEC 
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in connection with the Company’s proposed public offering of 9.5 million shares of common 

stock.   

19. Donald P. Weinstein:  Defendant Donald P. Weinstein (“Weinstein”) has served 

as the Company’s Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer since January 2002.  

Weinstein resigned as CFO on April 13, 2004.  Pursuant to § 302(a) of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act 

of 2002, 18 U.S.C. § 1350, Weinstein certified under oath that MasTec’s Form 10-Qs for the 

quarters ended June 30, 2003 and September 30, 2003 fairly presented, in all material respects, 

the financial condition and results of operations of the Company.  During the Class Period, 

Weinstein also participated in conference calls with research analysts in which he issued and 

made statements about the Company’s financial performance. 

20. Mas Jr., Shanfelter and Weinstein are referred to collectively herein as the 

“Individual Defendants.”     

IV.   LEAD PLAINTIFFS’ CLASS ACTION ALLEGATIONS 

21. Lead Plaintiffs Arkansas Teachers and the Meruelo Trust bring this action as a 

class action pursuant to Rule 23(a) and (b)(3) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure on behalf 

of a class (the “Class”) consisting of all persons or entities who purchased or otherwise acquired 

MasTec common stock during the period August 12, 2003 through May 11, 2004, inclusive.  

Excluded from the Class are (i) defendants; (ii) members of the family of each Individual 

Defendant; (iii) any person who was an officer or director of MasTec during the Class Period; 

(iv) any firm, trust, corporation, officer, or other entity in which any defendant had a controlling 

interest; and (v) the legal representatives, agents, affiliates, heirs, successors-in-interest or 

assigns of any such excluded party. 

22. The Class is so numerous that joinder of all of the Class members is 

impracticable.  Throughout the Class Period, shares of MasTec common stock were actively 
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traded on the NYSE, an efficient market.  While the exact number of Class members can only be 

determined by appropriate discovery, Lead Plaintiffs believe that Class members number in the 

thousands.  As of June 30, 2004, there were over 48 million shares of MasTec common stock 

issued and outstanding.  MasTec shares were followed by securities analysts employed by major 

brokerage firms who wrote reports that were disseminated to the sales force and to certain 

customers of their respective brokerage firms.  Each of these reports was publicly available and 

entered the public marketplace.   

23. Lead Plaintiffs’ claims are typical of the claims of other Class members.  Lead 

Plaintiffs and all Class members sustained damages as a result of Defendants’ wrongful conduct 

complained of herein in violation of the federal securities laws.  

24. Lead Plaintiffs will fairly and adequately protect the interests of the Class 

members and have retained counsel competent and experienced in class action and securities 

litigation.  Lead Plaintiffs have no interests that are contrary to or in conflict with those of the 

Class members that Lead Plaintiffs seek to represent. 

25. A class action is superior to other available methods for the fair and efficient 

adjudication of this controversy.  Because the damages suffered by individual Class members 

may be relatively small, the expense and burden of individual litigation make it virtually 

impossible for the Class members individually to seek redress for the wrongful conduct alleged 

herein.  

26. Common questions of law and fact exist as to all Class members and predominate 

over any questions solely affecting individual Class members. Among the questions of law and 

fact common to the Class are: 

a. whether the federal securities laws were violated by Defendants’ acts as 
alleged herein; 
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b. whether documents, press releases and public statements made by 
defendants during the Class Period concerning the Company’s financial 
results, including the Company’s reported reserves and net income,  
contained misstatements of material fact or omitted to state material facts 
necessary in order to make the statements made, in light of the 
circumstances under which they were made, not misleading;  

c. whether the defendants acted with the requisite state of mind in omitting 
and/or misrepresenting material facts in the documents filed with the SEC, 
press releases and public statements; 

d. whether the market prices of MasTec’s common stock during the Class 
Period were artificially inflated due to the material misrepresentations 
complained of herein; and 

e. whether the Class members have sustained damages and, if so, the 
appropriate measure thereof. 

27. Lead Plaintiffs know of no difficulty that will be encountered in the management 

of this litigation that would preclude its maintenance as a class action. 

28. The names and addresses of record owners of MasTec common stock purchased 

during the Class Period are available from records maintained by MasTec or its transfer agent.  

Notice may be provided to such record owners via first class mail, using techniques and a form 

of notice similar to that customarily used in securities class actions. 

V.   SUBSTANTIVE ALLEGATIONS 

29. Lead Plaintiffs’ allegations are based on an extensive investigation of Lead 

Counsel, including, but not limited to, interviews with the following individuals:  

Confidential Witness #1 
 

Former Vice President and General Manager of MasTec 
Network Services  

Confidential Witness #2 
 

Former MasTec Executive 

Confidential Witness #3 
 

Former Senior Vice President of MasTec Canada 

Confidential Witness #4 
 

Former President of PhaseCom 

Confidential Witness #5 
 

Former Divisional Controller  
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Confidential Witness #6 
 

Official of the Laborers International Union of North America in 
Oregon who also serves on the board of the Coos County 
Coalition 

Confidential Witness #7 
 

Former Senior Project Manager for MasTec Pipeline North 
America 

Confidential Witness #8 
 

Vice President of Industrial Gas Services 

Confidential Witness #9  
 

A partner at a large law firm in North Carolina who served as 
ABB’s outside counsel on the Rapid City Tie Project 

Confidential Witness #10 
 

ABB’s Project Manager for the Rapid City Tie Project 

Confidential Witness #11 
 

Infrastructure Analyst with the Telecommunications Department 
of Cal-Pomona 

Confidential Witness #12 
 

Former Operations Manager for MasTec Network Services 

Confidential Witness #13 
 

Associate Vice President of Facilities Management at Cal-
Pomona 

Confidential Witness #14 
 

Former MasTec Substation Project Manager 

Confidential Witness #15 
 

MSE’s outside counsel 

Confidential Witness #16 
 

Vice President of MasTec Electrical  

Confidential Witness #17 
 

Official with the Pipeline Workers of America 

 

A.   MasTec’s Business and Operations   

30. MasTec purports to be one of the leading end-to-end infrastructure service 

providers offering services to the telecommunications, broadband, intelligent traffic systems and 

energy markets.  The Company builds communications towers and cable pipelines for other 

telecommunications companies, such as telecom vendors, wireless providers, and cable 

television operators.  Traditionally, MasTec has derived a large portion of its revenues from the 

telecommunications industry.  As a result, the Company’s fortunes rose and fell with those of the 

telecommunications industry.  The significant growth experienced throughout the telecom sector 

in the late 1990s allowed MasTec to prosper by way of obtaining many significant new contracts.  
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This, in turn, increased the Company’s profits and helped its stock price reach an all-time high of 

$89 per share, pre-split, in March 2000. 

31. In the later part of 2001 and most of 2002, however, MasTec experienced a 

significant decline in revenues due to the deterioration of the telecommunications industry.  For 

the fiscal year ended December 31, 2002, the Company reported a net loss of approximately 

$136 million on revenues of approximately $838 million, a decline of $384.5 million, or 46%, 

from 2001.1  As the Company’s 2002 Form 10-K provides, a number of MasTec’s telecom 

clients filed for bankruptcy in 2002, adversely impacting the Company’s business.  The 

Company’s stock also collapsed during this period, closing at a low of $2.12 per share in October 

2002 – a drop of 98% from the $89 per share high achieved in March 2000.   

B.   MasTec Implements A Turnaround Plan: 
Increase Revenues At All Costs  

 
32. The collapse of the telecommunications industry forced MasTec to search for new 

revenue sources.  More importantly, the new economic reality in which it found itself forced the 

Company to focus on improving its bottom line – at all costs.  The public face of this effort was 

the appointment of a new CEO and CFO and a push into energy infrastructure construction in an 

effort to diversify the Company’s business.    

33. Under the leadership of Shanfelter and Weinstein, the Company’s financial results 

began to improve dramatically in 2003.  In the first quarter of 2003, the Company reported 

revenue of $180.6 million, beating analysts’ estimates.  During the second quarter of 2003, 

revenue rose 15.8% to $209.1 million, and earnings rose to $0.06 per share, again exceeding 

estimates.  MasTec continued to report improved performance over the course of fiscal 2003, 

                                                 
1  These numbers reflect the restated financial results provided in the Company’s July 29, 2004 Form 10-K, and 
therefore differ from the financial results as initially reported.   
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with revenue rising to $248.4 million and earnings increasing to $0.13 per share in the third 

quarter.  The market reacted positively to these improving financial results, and MasTec’s stock 

price rose above $16 per share in early January 2004.  However, unbeknownst to investors, the 

true basis for the apparent resurgence the Company reported in the first three quarters of 2003 

was not the hiring of a new CEO and CFO and diversification into new projects, but rather, a 

series of fraudulent schemes through which MasTec grossly overstated its revenues and profits.    

34. In furtherance of the Company’s plan to return MasTec to profitability and 

improve its stock price, Defendants did whatever was necessary to meet estimates – even when 

that meant engaging in chicanery.  As one former MasTec executive (“Confidential Witness No. 

2”) described it:   

...the corporate directive was to meet targeted budget goals at all cost.  The 
emphasis on meeting the bottom line would cause executives to do 
whatever was necessary to meet the inflated estimates...the Company 
maintained three sets of books.  One which they reported to the SEC, a 
second that was reported to upper management and a third book that was 
used to determine bonuses and other incentives based compensation for 
upper management. 

35. The Company’s focus on achieving its goals – and its disregard for accounting 

standards and controls – centered primarily on two areas of fraudulent conduct.  First, the 

Company, through its Canadian subsidiary, PhaseCom, simply fabricated revenues, creating 

fictitious invoices for work that had not been done, and for customers that did not exist.  Second, 

the Company falsely recorded millions of dollars in revenue from unapproved “change orders” 

and cost overruns in connection with a number of construction projects, including the Coos Bay 

Project, Pomona Project, Rapid City Tie Project, and MSE Projects.  Change orders are requests 

a construction company submits to a client for payment for work performed that is outside the 

scope of a contract, and which the client can approve or disapprove.  In MasTec’s case, in direct 

contravention of GAAP and the plain terms of its contract with the clients on each of these 
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projects, the Company simply booked revenue from change orders that were never approved by 

(or even submitted to) its clients, and for which it consequently had no right to record as revenue.  

Indeed, on both the Pomona and Rapid City Tie Projects, the Company was expressly told by its 

clients before the end of its 2003 third quarter that they would not pay the unauthorized change 

orders that MasTec had submitted after those projects had been completed.  Nevertheless, the 

Company booked this revenue during the 2003 third quarter.  This practice was orchestrated with 

the knowledge and at the direction of defendants Shanfelter and Weinstein. 

C.   The PhaseCom Fraud 

36. The accounting fraud at PhaseCom lacked much of the nuance and complexity 

that has attended many of the recent corporate scandals.  To increase revenues in accordance 

with the new dictates being provided by MasTec’s management, the Company’s Canadian 

subsidiary, PhaseCom, simply made up customers and billings. 

37. PhaseCom provides telecommunications construction services, operating in 

Canada in essentially the same areas that MasTec does in the U.S.  During 2000, MasTec 

acquired another Canadian company in the same field, Integral Power & Telecommunications 

Corporation, Ltd. (“IP&T”) which, by the Spring of 2002 at the latest, was fully integrated into 

MasTec’s Canadian operations at PhaseCom. 

38. Under Defendant’s Weinstein’s oversight as CFO, the Company kept close tabs 

on PhaseCom.  According to a former Senior Vice President of MasTec’s Canadian operations 

(“Confidential Witness No. 3”) and the former President of PhaseCom (“Confidential Witness 

No. 4”), MasTec’s Controller, Ivette Ruiz Griffiths, conducted internal audits of PhaseCom in 

the first quarter of 2002, 2003 and 2004, assisted by MasTec’s independent auditors, Ernst & 
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Young.  The Mas family’s own accountant participated in those internal audits as a consultant to 

the Company.   

39. These internal audits, and the external audits of PhaseCom conducted by its 

independent auditors, revealed the existence of accounting problems.  Confidential Witness No. 

3 stated:  “There were audit reports for the year 2002 – and, actually I believe the year 2003 as 

well – insufficient controls of the business, which is really the essence of what MasTec now is 

saying its correcting.”  When asked whether the 2002 and 2003 audit reports raised questions 

regarding inappropriate revenue recognition and treatment of work in progress at PhaseCom and 

the IP&T group, Confidential Witness No. 4 answered in the affirmative.  

40. A 2002 audit of PhaseCom identified accounting issues relating to PhaseCom’s 

accounts receivable and revenue recognition.  Specifically, according to Confidential Witness 

No. 3, the problems related to the treatment of work in progress, and the timing and recognition 

of revenue.  This witness stated that “work in progress was not documented properly, which led 

one to be concerned whether it was legitimate work in progress.”  This lack of documentation 

made PhaseCom’s receivables unreliable.   

41. Confidential Witness No. 3 stated that this misconduct occurred primarily in the 

IP&T group MasTec had acquired, and identified a specific customer – Rogers Cable Systems in 

Toronto – to which this misconduct related.  This witness described the work performed for 

Rogers Cable Systems as “seven figure contracts.”   

42. As a result of the accounting issues identified in the audits of PhaseCom, 

including issues related to accounts receivable, beginning at least in the second half of 2002, 

Defendant Weinstein initiated and participated in weekly conference calls with PhaseCom to 

review its accounts receivables.  Through those weekly calls, Defendant Weinstein learned of 
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further problems with PhaseCom’s accounting, including that certain receivables were not 

legitimate.   

43. MasTec identified instances of accounting misconduct at PhaseCom during these 

calls as a result of the pointed questions being asked by MasTec’s Director of Business 

Development, Hilary Candela, who oversaw the calls for Weinstein.  For example, Confidential 

Witness No. 3 stated that in response to questions raised on one such call with Defendant 

Weinstein regarding a questionable receivable, he reviewed an outstanding invoice for $100,000 

from the IP&T group and found that the customer contested the charge, calling it “a complete 

sham.”  

44. As a result of MasTec’s review of PhaseCom’s accounts receivable through the 

weekly calls Weinstein implemented, the Company’s financial group in Miami took the 

extraordinary step of taking control of PhaseCom’s accounts receivable.  Beyond simply 

monitoring those receivables, MasTec actually transferred PhaseCom’s receivables to its own 

books.  MasTec then terminated the weekly account receivable review calls with PhaseCom at 

the end of the first quarter of 2003. 

45. Further, in the first quarter of 2002, Defendant Shanfelter changed the Company’s 

reporting structure so that the controllers responsible for the financial management of PhaseCom 

reported directly to Defendant Weinstein’s financial group at MasTec’s Miami headquarters.  

This change gave Defendant Weinstein direct control over PhaseCom’s financial reporting.  

According to Confidential Witness No. 3:   

[T]he divisional controllers, who were responsible for financial 
management of the various business sectors, would be reporting directly 
up to the Miami financial group and not to the business divisions, which 
effectively took the financial control of the business away from the 
divisions – people like myself and [Confidential Witness No. 4] – and left 
it squarely in the hands of the financial group, which was headed up by 
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Don Weinstein in Miami. 

46. Under Defendant Weinstein, PhaseCom’s accounting misconduct continued in the 

second quarter of 2003.  According to a former Divisional Controller at MasTec (“Confidential 

Witness No. 5”), in or about mid-2003, managers at PhaseCom were falsifying invoices and 

work in progress.  This included fabricating billings for nonexistent customers.   

47. In its 2003 From 10-K, MasTec admitted to the existence of fraudulent 

accounting practices at PhaseCom, including “irregularities in revenues recorded,” which its 

senior management had in fact known of and disregarded for at least two years.  Specifically, the 

Company admitted that there were “intentional overstatements of revenues, inventories and 

work in progress…” that resulted in a $1.3 million overstatement in revenue for the second 

quarter of 2003. (Emphasis added.) 

48. “Irregularities” is a term of art under Generally Accepted Auditing Standards 

(“GAAS”), which  

refers to intentional misstatement or omissions of amounts or disclosures 
in financial statements.  Irregularities include fraudulent financial 
reporting undertaken to render financial reporting statements misleading, 
sometimes called management fraud… 

AU § 316.03 (1997).  Statement on Auditing Standard No. 82 defined misstatements arising 

from fraudulent financial reporting as  

intentional misstatements or omissions of amounts or disclosures in 
financial statements.  Irregularities include fraudulent financial reporting 
undertaken to render financial statements misleading, sometimes called 
management fraud, and misappropriation of assets, sometimes called 
defalcations.  Irregularities may involve acts such as the following: 

• Manipulation, falsification, or alteration or accounting records 
or supporting documents from which financial statements are 
prepared 

• Misrepresentation or intentional omission of events, 
transactions, or other significant information. 
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• Intentional misapplication of accounting principles relating to 
amounts, classifications, manner of presentation, or disclosure. 

AU § 316.04   

49. With regard to its fraudulent conduct at PhaseCom, on April 13, 2004, the 

Company said:   

We have discovered an overstatement of work in progress and inventory 
amounts in our Canadian operation.  As a result, a charge of $2.1 million 
was taken to write off these overstatement amounts.  Management 
personnel for the division were terminated in the first quarter of 2004.   

50. While the 2003 Form 10-K did not provide any detail about the personnel who 

were terminated for their involvement in the fraud, Lead Plaintiffs’ investigation has revealed 

that they included senior officers of IP&T.  According to Confidential Witness No. 3, those 

executives were Frank and Domenic Lunardo – the President and Vice President, respectively, at 

IP&T since its acquisition by MasTec – who were terminated for cause.  The PhaseCom fraud 

was therefore centered in the same group, and run by the same individuals, where Confidential 

Witness No. 3 stated that accounting misconduct was identified in the 2002 external audit of 

PhaseCom.   

D.  The Change Order Fraud 

51. On December 23, 2004, MasTec belatedly filed with the SEC its Form 10-Q for 

the first quarter of 2004 ended March 30, and its Form 10-Q for the second quarter of 2004 

ended June 30 (together the “2004 10-Qs”).  In those SEC filings, MasTec admitted that in 2003 

the Company improperly booked “$6.1 million of previously recognized revenue related 

primarily to work performed on undocumented or unapproved change orders and other matters 

disputed by the Company’s Clients.  The revenue restatement related to projects for ABB Power 

(“ABB”), MSE Power Systems (“MSE”) and the University of California, and in connection 
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with restated Canadian revenue.” 2  According to the Company’s Restatement, $5.8 million of the 

improperly booked change order revenue was recognized in the third quarter. 

52. Change orders are provided for in typical construction contracts to provide for 

situations when facts develop that necessitate a change in the scope of the work being performed.  

These changes may originate from the construction company or the client, and generally result 

from facts that are unknown when the initial contract is reached.  For example, a physical 

impediment discovered in the path of a construction project could require the construction 

company to remove the impediment or re-route the project around it.  That work would be 

performed pursuant to a change order, and payment for that work – if any – would be determined 

by the specific change order provisions in the contract.  

53. Construction companies such as MasTec are required to submit change orders to 

their clients to request payment for the costs associated with these additional tasks as they arise 

in the course of a project.  Construction contracts generally establish procedures that govern the 

resolution of change orders, and provide the client an opportunity to review the change orders 

and determine whether or not they are justified and should be paid.  It is standard operating 

procedure in the construction industry that change orders must be approved by the client in 

advance, or the client is not obligated to pay the additional costs.   

54. Specific accounting provisions dictate when a company such as MasTec can 

recognize revenue from change orders.  Because payment of change orders is not guaranteed, 

Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (“GAAP”), specifically SOP 81-1, prohibit a 

company from recognizing revenue from change orders unless it is “probable” that the Company 

will be paid for the work completed subject to the change orders.  GAAP provides that payment 

                                                 
2 While MasTec identified the “University of California” as its client, Lead Plaintiffs’ investigation has determined 
that the client was actually California State Polytechnic University in Pomona, California.   
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of change orders is not probable when, among other things, (i) the change orders do not comply 

with the contract terms, (ii) when the construction company created the problems necessitating 

the change order, or (iii) there is no “objective evidence” that the customer has approved the 

company’s claim.   

55. As set forth in detail below, while the Company has admitted that it improperly 

recorded $5.8 million in revenue from change orders related to several major projects in the third 

quarter of 2003, Lead Plaintiffs’ investigation has determined that the restatement should have 

been even larger, and the Company actually improperly booked almost $12 million in revenue 

that quarter.  On many of these projects, the Company failed to even present the majority of the 

change orders to its clients until after the projects were completed, in clear violation of the terms 

of the contracts on those projects.  Further, with respect to two of the projects, the Pomona 

Project and the Rapid City Tie Project, the Company and senior management were expressly told 

before the end of the third quarter that the cost overruns and change orders related to those 

projects would not be paid.  Yet MasTec, in violation of GAAP, booked the change orders and 

cost overruns as revenue in the Company’s 2003 Third Quarter 10-Q filed with the SEC. 

The Coos Bay Project 

56. On or about May 7, 2003, Coos County issued a solicitation for bids to construct a 

60-mile natural gas pipeline from Roseburg to Coos Bay, Oregon.  Pursuant to the solicitation, 

the contract would be awarded to the “responsive and responsible” bidder that submitted the 

lowest bid.  Despite the fact that MasTec had virtually no experience at that time in gas pipeline 

construction projects, the Company determined that, in light of the slowdown in the telecom 

sector, the Coos Bay Project – then the largest gas pipeline project in the country – was essential 

to the Company’s efforts to increase revenues.  In accordance with its pattern and practice, 
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MasTec submitted an extremely low bid for the project, almost guaranteeing that it would be 

awarded the contract. 

57. MasTec’s plan was successful.  In June 2003, MasTec was awarded the Coos Bay 

Project on the basis of its bid of $23.4 million, which was a full $4.3 million dollars lower than 

the next lowest bidder.  As part of that bid, MasTec also agreed to complete the project by 

November 30, 2003.   

58. MasTec’s bid was so low that Coos County officials and the other bidders on the 

project questioned whether MasTec could actually complete the project for that amount of 

money.  In fact, when one local pipeline company learned of MasTec’s bid, it sent an e-mail to 

Coos County Commissioner Nikki Whitty asking whether MasTec’s reported bid was correct.  

Whitty replied: “Unbelievable, isn’t it?”  The president of one company that advised Coos 

County on the Coos Bay Project thought the bid was so low that he asked MasTec whether it was 

a mistake.  According to an official of the Laborers International Union of North America in 

Oregon, who also serves on the board of a not-for-profit group called the Coos County Coalition 

(“Confidential Witness No. 6”), MasTec underbid the Coos Bay pipeline contract by about $4.2 

million.  This witness stated:  “We knew there was no way they could do it for that price.  We 

also knew that one way they could try to make up for the lost revenue was to misclassify 

workers.” 

59. Despite its concerns, under state law and the terms of their bid solicitation, Coos 

County determined that it had no choice but to award the Coos Bay Project to MasTec because it 

submitted the lowest bid.   

60. However, as a witness confirmed, MasTec was only able to vastly underbid its 

competitors on the Coos Bay Project because the Company planned to make up the difference by 
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charging Coos County for work it performed outside the scope of the Contract through the use of 

fictitious change orders and progress payments.  The utilization of these measures to generate the 

revenues not provided for by the underlying Contract would allow MasTec to profit on a contract 

that otherwise would be have been unprofitable.  

 (i)  The Coos Bay Project: Plagued By Problems From The Start 

61. On June 19, 2003, MasTec began work on the Coos Bay Project.  From the 

commencement of the Project, the Company encountered (and created) numerous problems.  

From the scope of these problems – which resulted in numerous “cease-and-desist” orders from 

the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, complaints and lawsuits from local property owners and a 

suit by the Sierra Club – the Company knew or should have known early on that the Project 

would require extensive extra-contractual work, necessitating heavy reliance on change orders.  

Defendant Shanfelter, the recipient of the cease-and-desist orders, knew as early as September 

18, 2003, the date of the first such order, of the problems MasTec was creating on the Coos Bay 

Project.  

62. As demonstrated by the below chronology, MasTec quickly went over budget on 

a project it had underbid, and became the target of federal and state enforcement agencies, 

environmental groups and private lawsuits.  The only avenue available to MasTec to recoup 

costs and expenses from the Coos Bay Project:  change orders.  

63. From the outset of the project, MasTec had difficulty staying on budget and 

created additional problems by trying to implement a technique known as directional drilling.  

This technique led MasTec to fracture streambeds and thereby introduce pollutants, including 

bentonite and crystalline silicia, into streams and rivers along the path of the pipeline.  
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64. In August 2003, inspectors from the Oregon Department of Environmental 

Quality (“DEQ”) identified areas of erosion at the Coos Bay Project site that it ordered MasTec 

to correct.  After ignoring this warning, and several similar warnings from DEQ inspectors in 

October and December 2003, DEQ fined MasTec for water quality violations. 

65. On September 19, 2003, just three months after MasTec began work on the Coos 

Bay Project, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers issued the first of several “cease-and-desist 

orders” against the Company.  The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers issued subsequent cease-and-

desist orders on October 10 and 31, 2003, and on December 18, 2003.  Each of those orders was 

sent directly to Defendant Shanfelter at MasTec’s Miami headquarters.   

66. The cease-and-desist orders demanded that MasTec immediately stop fracturing 

the environmentally sensitive streambeds and prevent the discharge of materials into waterways.  

These orders caused sporadic interruptions of work on the Coos Bay Project, as aspects of the 

Project identified in the orders were temporarily halted.  Further, the U.S. Army Corps of 

Engineers threatened fines of up to $25,000 per day, and up to $200,000, for violations of the 

Clean Water Act and River and Harbors Act, respectively. 

67. According to Confidential Witness No. 6, Defendant Shanfelter also knew that 

MasTec was misclassifying workers under Oregon law in an effort to boost profits from the Coos 

Bay Project.  When contractors perform work on public works projects in Oregon, they are 

required to pay a “prevailing wage” for each type of labor done on the project.  These are called 

PWR jobs.  Confidential Witness No. 6 stated that MasTec was not properly classifying workers 

on the Coos Bay Project under the Oregon labor laws, which enabled MasTec to underpay the 

pipeline workers.  This witness further stated that he personally had several conversations with 
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Defendant Shanfelter about the wage violations in mid-August 2003.  However, the problems 

were not corrected.   

68. In September or October 2003, the Coos County Coalition and the Laborers 

International Union of North America filed a wage and hour claim with the Oregon Bureau of 

Labor, Wage and Hour Division.  In October or November 2003, the Oregon Bureau of Labor 

determined that MasTec had misclassified workers in violation of Oregon law, and ordered 

MasTec to pay $4.1 million in back wages.  MasTec refused to pay that amount, and also refused 

to turn over documents that had been requested by the Oregon state regulators.  For that offense, 

the state fined MasTec an additional $4.1 million.  According to Confidential Witness No. 6, this 

was the largest penalty for a wage and hour claim on a public works project in Oregon’s history. 

69. Confidential Witness No. 6 also said that he had reviewed documents relating to 

the Coos Bay Project that had been maintained by Coos County.  When MasTec bid for the 

project, it specified a price that would be charged for each task or sub-task.  However, according 

to this witness, many of these documents showed that MasTec was overcharging Coos County 

for certain types of labor.  For example, certain of the documents showed that, although MasTec 

agreed to charge Coos County $6.85 per foot for trenching work, MasTec actually billed the 

County $7 per foot for such work.  Given that the Project involves more than sixty miles of 

trenching, this difference amounted to roughly $50,000.  This witness also stated that many of 

the invoices MasTec submitted to Industrial Gas Services, the consulting firm that supervised the 

Coos Bay Project for Coos County, had incorrect billing prices or incorrect codes for describing 

each task.  In essence, MasTec was billing for work it had not performed, or billed amounts in 

excess of what the Company was entitled to under the Contract.  
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70. On or about October 17, 2003, a group of Coos County property owners filed suit 

against MasTec for damages resulting from the Company’s work on the Coos Bay Project.   

71. According to MasTec’s former Senior Project Manager at MasTec Pipeline North 

America (“Confidential Witness No. 7”), who was responsible for supervising the Coos Bay 

Project, by October 31, 2003 – one month shy of the November 30 completion date MasTec 

promised for the Coos Bay Project – the Company had completed only 40% of the project as a 

result of the problems it had encountered.  Despite that, the Company had already incurred 80% 

of the costs it had allotted for the Project.   

72. In early to mid-December 2003, Coos County halted MasTec’s work completely 

and stopped paying the Company.  Further, that month the Oregon chapter of Sierra Club and a 

citizen watchdog group, the Coos County Coalition, sued MasTec and Coos County seeking $4.3 

million in fines for water quality violations, and the Army Corps of Engineers advised Coos 

County that it would seek civil penalties of more than $1 million, and perhaps many millions 

more, for violations of federal environmental laws. 

73. On January 7, 2004, Coos County sent MasTec a notice of default that demanded 

the Company free Coos County from liability in lawsuits and regulatory actions, come into 

compliance with state and federal laws and finish the job. 

(ii) MasTec’s Use Of Unapproved Change Orders To Inflate Its Revenue 

74. The contract between Coos County and MasTec (the “Contract”) provides, in 

section 3.0400, the following with respect to change orders or extra work: (1) the change orders 

shall be signed by both Coos County and MasTec; (2) MasTec shall not perform additional work 

for which it expects to claim additional payment unless it has been issued a signed and approved 

change order authorizing such change or extra work; and (3) MasTec shall notify Coos County 
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in writing of its intention to claim extra payment for changes or extra work, such notice shall be 

given before starting the work and a failure to give such notice shall constitute a waiver of 

MasTec’s right to seek compensation.  (Emphasis added.) 

75. Through an extensive investigation conducted by Lead Counsel, it has become 

clear that MasTec could not have properly recorded revenue from any of the change orders on 

the Coos Bay Project.  As set forth below, the Vice President of Industrial Gas Services, which 

advised Coos County on the Project, has stated that Coos County never approved a single change 

order submitted by the Company.  A former MasTec employee corroborated this by saying that, 

even when Industrial Gas Services recommended the approval of a change order, Coos County 

refused to do so.   

76. Further, these witnesses stated that, rather than submitting change orders when the 

work was performed, as required by the Contract, MasTec withheld change orders for weeks.  

The Company submitted many change orders months after it had ceased work on the Coos Bay 

Project – long after it had recorded the revenue from those change orders and announced that 

revenue to its investors.  As for those change orders which the Company did submit, these 

witnesses stated that MasTec knew 45-60 days before it ceased work on the Project that many of 

those had been rejected.  

77. Confidential Witness No. 7 explained that as a result of cost overruns on the 

project, MasTec booked nearly $6 million dollars worth of change orders for work it completed 

that was not provided for by the Contract.  However, these change orders were not submitted in 

compliance with the terms of the Contract. 

78.  “Confidential Witness No. 8” is a Vice President with Industrial Gas Services, 

which reviewed MasTec’s change orders before they were given to Coos County to accept or 
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reject, who personally worked on that Project.  This witness stated that the Company submitted a 

large bulk of change orders after the litigation between MasTec and Coos County began – in 

2004!  These change orders had never been seen before by Coos County or Industrial Gas 

Services, and sought compensation for work performed in 2003.  This is corroborated by an 

attorney for Coos County, who stated that, at an early 2004 meeting between Coos County and 

the Company to discuss the Project, MasTec presented a binder full of change orders that had not 

been previously submitted and for which MasTec claimed to be due compensation.  

79. In addition to the numerous change orders MasTec withheld until after it had been 

terminated from the Coos Bay Project, the change orders that the Company submitted in 2003 

were not submitted in accordance with the terms of the Contract.  According to Confidential 

Witness No. 7:   

It was a mistake on MasTec’s part by not addressing the change orders at 
the time the work was performed.  I know they sat on [MasTec Project 
Manager] Clark [Besack]’s desk for 30 days.  The normal course of 
business is if you do work on one day that you feel is a change order you 
write a ticket that evening and the next morning you’re in their office 
discussing it and getting it signed off on.  They did not sit down with the 
client whether that be [Industrial Gas Services] or Coos County.  They did 
not sit down with them.  What they done [sic] is they went to the office 
that evening, made a change order out and attached it to a dag gone 
invoice and sent it to them.  And you see it was on MasTec’s books from 
that point but yet Coos County had nothing.  They were ambushed with it.    

80. According to Confidential Witness No. 8, Coos County did not approve a single 

change order submitted by the Company.    

81. This is corroborated by Confidential Witness No. 7, who explained that, even in 

cases where Industrial Gas Services recommended that Coos County approve a change order, 

Coos County would refuse claiming that it lacked the money to do so.  This witness also stated 

that MasTec knew 45-60 days before it stopped work on the Coos Bay Project in December 2003 
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that it would not receive payment for work performed on change orders, yet the Company 

continued to perform such work and record revenue from it.   

82. Alternatively, MasTec improperly recognized progress payment revenue to which 

it was not entitled under the appropriate accounting standards, and which could be termed, at 

best, in dispute.  Under the appropriate accounting principles (Con 5, SAB 104, SOP 81-1, SOP 

97-2, EITF 99-17, EITF 00-21, FTB 90-1) applicable to construction contracts that span more 

than one reporting period, revenue is to be recognized by multiplying the estimated percentage of 

completion by the estimated total revenues to determine earned revenue, and multiplying the 

estimated percentage of completion by the estimated total contract cost to determine the cost of 

earned revenue, while losses are recognized when incurred or when the expected contract costs 

exceed the expected contract revenue.  Defendant Shanfelter stated during the Company's 

November 13, 2004 conference call that "MasTec is 80% completed with an approximately $24 

million project . . . from Rosebud, Oregon to Coos Bay. . . . [W]e are now complete with the 

project this year because of weather.  That will pick up in the end of the first quarter next year, 

and we will complete the rest, the 20 percent, next year."  This 20 percent remaining of the 

project amounted to a dollar value of approximately $4.8 million.  MasTec has admitted in 

judicial filings in this case that it never resumed its work. 

83. The contract between MasTec and Coos County specifically provides that "no 

later than the first and fifteenth day of each month, [MasTec] shall submit invoice to County 

stating the total estimated amount of work performed and service rendered to that date, and 

stating the amount of money due [MasTec] for such work and service, less preceding payments."  

Thus, under the contract, MasTec was required to invoice Coos County for all work MasTec had 

performed by no later than mid-November 2003.  Yet, contrary to the terms of the Contract, 
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Schedule A of MasTec's proposed second amended complaint filed in Oregon against Coos 

County, which purports to list all invoices submitted to Coos County for work in progress, 

identifies four separate invoices that were issued in 2004 - as much as six months after the 

Company had claimed it had stopped working on the Coos Bay Project. 

84. Schedule A to MasTec's seconded amended complaint shows that MasTec 

invoiced Coos Bay on November 19, 2003 for work performed through November 16, 2003 - 

and that Coos Bay paid MasTec in full for all work that had been performed as of November 16, 

2003.  Coos Bay only stopped paying MasTec when Coos Bay began to receive invoices in 

December 2003, after the Company had admittedly ceased working.  Schedule A shows that 

MasTec invoiced Coos County for approximately $5.6 million in progress payments in 2004, and 

that MasTec claims that Coos County owes it approximately $6.8 million total in progress 

payments.  Subtracting the $5.6 million from the $6.8 million leaves only $1.2 million which 

MasTec could possibly have legitimately recognized as revenue from progress payments in fiscal 

2004.  Yet, MasTec admitted in its 2003 10-K that the suit against Coos County includes $5.4 

million in recognized revenue, and $6 million in unrecognized revenue.  Thus, if MasTec did not 

improperly recognize revenue from change orders, the only alternative is that MasTec 

improperly recognized revenue from progress payments for which it had not yet performed the 

work, and for which it knew it would not perform at the time the revenue was recognized, 

contrary to GAAP. 

The Rapid City Tie Project 

85. In January 2003, MasTec entered into a contract with ABB, Inc. (“ABB”), a large 

power and automation technologies company, to install equipment on an ABB project near Rapid 

City, South Dakota.  ABB was principally responsible for designing, manufacturing, and 
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installing a high-voltage direct current (HVDC) transmission system link to interconnect the 

eastern and western power grids of the United States.  The total value of the contract for ABB 

was approximately $50 million.   

86. In connection with the Project, ABB solicited bids from sub-contractors to 

perform certain installation and construction work.  Pursuant to the solicitation, the contract was 

to be awarded to the lowest bidder.  In accordance with its pattern and practice of materially 

underbidding on contracts, MasTec submitted an extremely low bid for the project that virtually 

guaranteed that the Company would receive the contract.  A partner at a large law firm in North 

Carolina who served as ABB’s outside counsel on the Rapid City Tie Project and had extensive 

dealings with MasTec (“Confidential Witness No. 9”), confirmed that MasTec’s bid of $3.5 

million was approximately 20% to 30% lower than the next lowest bidder.  MasTec was awarded 

the contract for $3.5 million.  According to Confidential Witness No. 9, the contract between 

MasTec and ABB expressly provided that any change orders submitted by MasTec had to be 

submitted in writing to ABB for approval within seven days of the work being performed.  

87. According to ABB’s Project Manager for the Rapid City Tie Project 

(“Confidential Witness No. 10”) and Confidential Witness No. 9, ABB’s outside counsel, soon 

after work commenced on the Rapid City Tie Project, MasTec was forced to hire additional 

labor.  The cost of this additional labor quickly put the Company over budget.  Indeed, witnesses 

confirmed that the Company was aware early on that additional staff, beyond what MasTec 

budgeted for in its bid, would be necessary to stay on schedule.  As a result, as detailed below, 

MasTec used change orders to recoup costs and expenses the Company lost as a result of this 

additional labor.   

(i) The Rapid City Tie Project: Problems From The Beginning 
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88. Confidential Witness No. 10 explained that MasTec “came into the job 

unprepared to do it” and, as a result, suffered problems from the outset.  According to this 

witness, ABB’s bid solicitation provided the specific requirements that would be necessary to 

complete the job, including the labor requirements.  Confidential Witness No. 9 has confirmed 

that as early as one month into the project, MasTec started falling behind schedule because the 

project was understaffed. 

89. Confidential Witness No. 10 said that the cost of hiring additional labor and 

paying overtime beyond what MasTec had budgeted for in its bid caused the Company to go 

significantly over budget.  As ABB’s project manager, Confidential Witness No. 10, specifically 

discussed MasTec’s need to hire more people with Don Reed, MasTec’s Vice President, who 

was in charge of MasTec’s work on the Project.  MasTec responded by hiring additional staff but 

neither Reed nor any one else from the Company ever mentioned that MasTec was generating 

significant change orders as a result of having to hire additional labor.  In fact, the first time ABB 

became aware of these change orders was after MasTec completed its work on the project in 

August 2003.  Confidential Witness No. 10 stated that by this time, MasTec had been paid the 

entire $3.5 million it was owed under the terms of the contract, except for a $400,000 retainage 

held by ABB.   

(ii) MasTec Uses Change Orders to Recoup Additional Labor Costs 

90. After completing its work on the Rapid City Tie Project in August 2003, MasTec 

submitted, for the very first time, $2 million in change orders for the Rapid City Tie Project to 

ABB for immediate payment.  Of the $2 million in change orders, almost $1 million related to a 

single change order.  Despite the fact that the change orders were more than 50% of the contract 

amount, MasTec never sought approval for them until after the project was completed.   
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91. According to ABB’s outside counsel, the total documentation for the $2 million in 

change orders which MasTec submitted consisted of two pages with virtually no supporting 

documentation.  Confidential Witness No. 9 stated that shortly after ABB received the change 

orders in August 2003, it informed MasTec that none of the change orders would be paid.  

Despite this, MasTec booked at least $2 million in revenue in the third quarter of 2003 

attributable to the unauthorized change orders on the Rapid City Tie Project. 

92. MasTec has since admitted in its 2004 10-Qs that it was forced to restate 

“previously recognized revenue primarily related to work performed on undocumented or 

unapproved change orders related to work performed for ABB Power.”  Plaintiffs’ investigation 

has determined that MasTec knew or recklessly disregarded before it booked this revenue that it 

would not be paid for the millions of dollars in change orders on the Rapid City Tie Project.    

 The Pomona Project 

93. In May 2002, MasTec entered into a contract with the California State 

Polytechnic University in Pomona, California (“Cal-Pomona” or the “University”) to perform 

work on a project to construct a structured cabling system to upgrade and expand the 

University’s telecommunications infrastructure.   

94. According to the current Infrastructure Analyst with the Telecommunications 

Department at Cal-Pomona (“Confidential Witness No. 11”), the project started in May 2002 and 

was expected to be completed in the winter of 2003 at a total construction cost of $5.64 million.  

MasTec’s portion of the $5.64 million contract was approximately $2.8 million.   

95. Confidential Witness No. 11 explained that the contract between Cal-Pomona and 

MasTec was a “fixed price contract” which, pursuant to the California State Constitution, 

prohibited Cal-Pomona, a public university, from paying any additional costs beyond what was 
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provided for in the contract.  This witness confirmed that MasTec was made aware of this fact at 

the time it submitted its bid.  

96. The bid on the Pomona Project was a combined bid from MasTec Network 

Services and MasTec Outside Plant Group, which was an affiliate of MasTec North America that 

was responsible for the construction of the outdoor work on the Pomona Project.  The Outside 

Plant Group was part of a company based in Burley, Idaho called Renegade of Idaho, Inc, which 

was acquired by MasTec in 2000, and which was ultimately managed out of MasTec’s office in 

Shevlin, Minnesota.  Because MasTec’s Outside Plant Group did not have the requisite 

California State licenses, it acted as a subcontractor on the Project with MasTec Network 

Services based in Chino, California, identified as the Project’s general contractor. 

97. Confidential Witness No. 11 confirmed that MasTec was awarded this contract 

because it submitted the lowest bid “by a very large percentage.”  As MasTec’s former 

Operations Manager for MasTec Network Services in Chino, California (“Confidential Witness 

No. 12”) stated, the Pomona Project was one that MasTec intentionally “low bid” to guarantee 

that MasTec got the contract.   

98. As Confidential Witness No. 11 explained, Cal-Pomona had “reservations in the 

beginning because [it] had to take the low bid.”  In fact, according to this witness, MasTec’s bid 

was so low that Cal-Pomona asked MasTec if it was sure that it could really do the job for the 

amount submitted in its bid.  MasTec confirmed that it could, and obtained the contract. 

99. Confidential Witness No. 1 stated that, when MasTec submitted the bid, it 

calculated its anticipated gross margin on the project to be 16% to 18%.  Confidential Witness 

No. 1 explained, however, that this gross margin could only be achieved if everything on the 
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project went perfectly, and would be adjusted downward if the project suffered problems or 

delays that increased MasTec’s costs.  

100. According to Confidential Witness No. 1, senior management in MasTec’s 

corporate headquarters in Miami instructed MasTec Network Services and the MasTec Outside 

Plant Group to bid for the Pomona Project.  Confidential Witness No. 1 stated that headquarters 

was familiar with the terms of MasTec’s bid, and aware that, at that bid price, there was a 

significant risk that MasTec would lose money on the Project.  In fact, according to Confidential 

Witness No. 1, before the project even began, there were internal disputes between MasTec 

Network Services and the Outside Plant Group over which division was “going to have to take 

the hit” on the Pomona Project. 

(i) MasTec’s Ex Post Facto Attempts to Renegotiate The Pomona Project  

101. Several months into the project, MasTec approached Cal-Pomona to inform the 

University that MasTec needed to increase the amount of the contract because it had purportedly 

left several items out of its bid.  The amount MasTec was now asking for would have made the 

total contract higher than the bid submitted by the second lowest bidder.  Cal-Pomona refused to 

renegotiate the contract, and told MasTec that renegotiating would violate state law.  As 

Confidential Witness No. 11 explained, the University informed MasTec that it “can’t do that” 

and that “it’s against state law to pay a contractor twice for the work that they bid.”   

102. By April 2003, the Pomona Project was suffering severe set backs.  Confidential 

Witness No. 1 stated that MasTec and defendants Shanfelter and Weinstein certainly knew by 

this time that MasTec was losing money on the Pomona Project.  In fact, Weinstein, Shanfelter, 

and Jose Mas, were Confidential Witness No. 1’s primary contact persons on all accounting 

issues related to MasTec Network Services’ projects, including the Pomona Project.   
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103. Despite their awareness of the problems MasTec was experiencing on the Pomona 

Project, Confidential Witness No. 1 stated that, in or around April 2003, defendants Shanfelter 

and Weinstein decided that MasTec needed to achieve a profit margin of 25% on the Pomona 

Project – a significant increase from the 16% to 18% profit margin MasTec had originally 

anticipated it would earn – and ordered the employees working on the Pomona Project to book 

enough revenue to generate a 25% profit margin.  As Confidential Witness No. 1 made clear, a 

25% profit margin was simply not feasible, and Shanfelter and Weinstein were “taking revenue 

and profit they knew wasn’t there.”  Confidential Witness No. 1 further stated that the attitude of 

senior management in Miami was “we’ll worry about it next year.”   

104. Confidential Witness No. 1 also told Lead Plaintiffs that Defendant Shanfelter and 

Defendant Weinstein conducted weekly conference calls to review the progress and profitability 

of MasTec’s ongoing construction projects, including the Pomona Project.  Confidential Witness 

No. 1 said that occasionally Defendant Mas Jr. would also participate on these calls.  The calls 

usually took place on Monday nights at about 5 or 6 p.m. Eastern Standard Time, and were 

referred to at MasTec as “job progress reviews.”   

105. Defendants Shanfelter and Weinstein also received weekly reports generated by 

the Company’s Oracle based accounting system which included estimated revenue, estimated 

costs of goods sold, and the resulting estimated gross profits for the Company’s on-going 

construction projects, including the Pomona Project.  These Oracle based reports were generated 

for every MasTec project, and were utilized during the weekly job progress reviews.  All project 

costs, including costs associated with change orders, were paid by headquarters in Miami and 

had to be approved by senior management.  These reports also included costs incurred during the 

life of the project, including labor costs and product costs.  Through these reports, Shanfelter and 
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Weinstein knew exactly how much revenue would result from any given MasTec Project, as well 

as the costs that MasTec was incurring.  

106. MasTec’s senior management again contacted Cal-Pomona in early summer 2003 

in an attempt to increase the amount of money which MasTec would be paid under the contract.  

According to the former Associate Vice President of Facilities Management at Cal-Pomona, who 

was primarily responsible for negotiating the contract with MasTec (“Confidential Witness No. 

13”), in June or July 2003 MasTec senior management sent the University a letter that 

specifically requested that the value of the contract be increased.   

107. Confidential Witness No. 13 said that she explained to Eric Tveter, Chief 

Operating Officer of MasTec, that MasTec’s claim had to be submitted formally pursuant to the 

contract in order to be considered.  Confidential Witness No. 13 indicated that she dealt directly 

with Tveter, Austin Shanfelter, and “Mr. Mas” regarding these issues on the Pomona Project and 

tried to work with them to avoid the submission of a formal claim.  MasTec’s position was that 

the Company had mistakenly left some work out of its original bid, and now needed to 

renegotiate the contract value.  However, Confidential Witness 13 made it clear to MasTec in the 

summer of 2003 that, because this was a “fixed price contract,” the University could not 

renegotiate it, and the University refused MasTec’s attempt to do so. 

108. After Cal-Pomona failed to pay the additional amounts demanded in MasTec’s 

June/July 2003 letter, the Company filed a formal claim against the University.  Confidential 

Witness No. 13 said that the formal claim was for an additional $4.8 million above the $2.8 

million provided for by the contract, for a total claim of $7.6 million. 

109. MasTec’s formal claim against Cal-Pomona included $2.7 million for “cost 

overruns” that it purportedly incurred on the Pomona Project.  Confidential Witness No. 13 was 
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principally responsible for negotiating this claim on behalf of Cal-Pomona.  Eventually, the 

University and MasTec settled MasTec’s claim of $4.8 million for only $400,000.   

110. As the Company admitted in its 2004 10-Qs, MasTec was forced to restate at least 

$2.7 million in revenue it had booked in the third quarter of 2003 that was related to the work it 

performed for Cal-Pomona.  MasTec recognized this revenue even though it was told by Cal-

Pomona that it would not pay these cost overruns because pursuant to California State law the 

University was bound by the terms of the fixed price contract.  Indeed, at the time MasTec 

booked this revenue in its third quarter financials it had been expressly told by Cal-Pomona that 

it would not get paid for these cost overruns.  In fact, MasTec had already filed both an 

“informal” and “formal” claim with Cal-Pomona for the cost overruns.   

The MSE Project  

111. On or about August 13, 2002, March 7, 2003, July 28, 2003, and September 1, 

2003 MasTec entered into four separate contracts with MSE Power Systems, Inc., (“MSE”) to 

work as a subcontractor on the following four MSE projects: (1) Mirant Bowline Phase 1 Project 

(“Mirant Bowline Project”); (2) Jamaica Bay Peaking Facility Project (Jamaica Bay Project”); 

(3) Waymart Wind Power Project (“Waymart Project”); and (4) Meyersdale Wind Power Project 

(“Meyersdale Project”) (collectively the “MSE Projects”). 

112. On each of the projects, MSE and MasTec entered into an agreement entitled 

“Standard Form of Construction Subagreement Between Design/Builder and Subcontractor on 

the Basis of Stipulated Price,” which were prepared by the Engineers Joint Contract Documents 

Committee.  Each of these contracts between MasTec and MSE provide, in Article 9 titled 

“Changes in the Work; Claims”, the following with respect to change orders or extra work: (1) 

all change orders must be submitted to MSE in writing within thirty days after the occurrence 
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or event giving rise to the change order; (2) the change order must be submitted within the thirty 

days along with “substantiating documentation”; (3) the thirty day time limit may only be 

extended by mutual agreement of the parties; and (4) the contract price may only be adjusted by 

mutual agreement of the parties.  Further, Article 10 of the contracts, titled “Change of 

Construction Subagreement Price,” provides that the contract may only be changed by change 

order or written amendment in accordance with Article 9 and all change orders must include 

itemized cost breakdowns and dates supporting the changes.   

113. According to a former MasTec Substation Project Manager (“Confidential 

Witness No. 14”), who worked on the Mirant Bowline, Jamaica Bay, and Waymart Projects, 

MasTec generated a significant amount of change orders on these projects.  However, according 

to MSE’s outside counsel (“Confidential Witness No. 15”), these change orders were submitted 

only after MasTec had substantially completed all of its work on these projects, and long after 

thirty days of the occurrence or event giving rise to the change order. 

 (i) The Mirant Bowline Project 

114. The Mirant Bowline Project involved the construction of a 750-megawatt plant in 

Rockland County, New York. 

115. With respect to the Mirant Bowline Project, Confidential Witness No. 14 stated 

that MasTec did not bid properly because the Company failed to properly account for the costs of 

putting pilings into the ground at Bowline which significantly increased the costs on the project.  

Confidential Witness No. 14 stated that he himself filled out 15 to 20 change orders worth 

approximately $150,000.  Confidential Witness No. 14 was instructed to submit the change 

orders to MasTec’s Energy Division in North Carolina whether or not they were approved by 

MSE.   
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116. Tim Henley was the Controller of MasTec’s Energy Division in North Carolina 

during this time, and he was in charge of the billings for all of the MSE Projects.  According to a 

former Vice President of MasTec Electrical (“Confidential Witness No. 16”), who was 

responsible for compiling MasTec Electrical’s monthly financial information, Tim Henley would 

often direct him to recognize revenue that was not actual revenue.  On numerous occasions 

Confidential Witness No. 16 would express his disagreement with Mr. Henley.  Confidential 

Witness No. 16 stated that Henley would tell him that this is how “senior management wants this 

done.”  Confidential Witness No. 16 understood Henley to mean Shanfelter and other senior 

management at MasTec’s corporate headquarters in Miami.  Confidential Witness No. 16 even 

refused to sign off on his own division’s financials because he believed the Company was 

improperly recognizing revenue. 

(ii) The Jamaica Bay Project 

117. The Jamaica Bay Project involved the construction of an electrical generating 

plant in Far Rockaway, New York. 

118. With respect to the Jamaica Bay Project, Confidential Witness No. 14 explained 

that MasTec was having a lot of union problems with Local 3 out of New York City which 

delayed the Project’s progress.  Confidential Witness No. 14 explained that Ron Hill, MasTec’s 

Manager of Substation Operations, told Don Reed, Vice-President for Substation Operations for 

MasTec’s Energy Division, who had supervisory responsibility for the MSE Project, that 

MasTec was suffering financially on the Jamaica Bay Project and that they had to take action to 

resolve these problems. 
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119. Confidential Witness No. 14 stated that most of the change orders on the Jamaica 

Bay Project likely “came in through the back door” at the end of the project in attempt to 

generate revenues and make the project profitable. 

 (iii) The Waymart and Meyersdale Projects 

120. The Waymart Project and Meyersdale Projects involved the construction of two 

wind-power generators in Pennsylvania. 

121. With respect to the Waymart Project, Confidential Witness No. 14 stated that 

MasTec began work on the project in July 2003.  Confidential Witness No. 14 was hired to work 

on the project in September 2003.  Confidential Witness No. 14 explained that by September 

2003 MasTec had “really dropped the ball” and had already run into serious problems mostly as 

a result of MasTec’s failure to adequately staff the project.  According to Confidential Witness 

No. 14, MSE had to eventually bring it its own people to work on the Meyerdale Project in order 

to complete the project on time.  Similarly, with respect to Meyersdale Project, according to 

Confidential Witness No. 15, MasTec’s change orders were primarily caused by the Company’s 

failure to adequately staff the project.  Confidential Witness No. 14 confirmed that it was 

MasTec’s common practice to not adequately staff its projects so that it could underbid its 

competitors, and then seek to recoup the costs of additional staff through its use of change 

orders.  

(iv) MasTec Uses Change Orders to Generate  
Revenues on the MSE Project  

 
122. On December 15, 2003, almost a month after all the various MSE Projects were 

complete, MSE received, for the very first time, approximately $2.4 million in change orders 

from MasTec, purportedly for work done on the Meyersdale and Waymart Projects.   
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123. The original contract value of the Waymart and Meyersdale Projects was 

approximately $3.2 million.  Therefore, MasTec sought payment for change orders representing 

75% of the total value of the contracts after these projects were complete.   

124. On January 14, 2004, David M. Klein, Vice President of MSE, sent a letter to 

Donald Reed, MasTec’s Vice President for Substation Operations for MasTec’s Energy 

Division, who had direct supervisory responsibility for all the MSE Projects.  The letter stated 

the following: 

Your requests are problematic for a number of reasons.  First, MasTec’s 
change order requests and claims do not comply with the requirements 
outlined in the general provisions of our contractual agreements in the 
following respects: 
 
1. Pursuant to sections 9.02 and 10.01 of the Standard General 

Conditions MasTec’s requests are barred because they were not 
submitted in writing to us within thirty days after the occurrence 
or event giving rise to the claim. 

 
2. Pursuant to section 9.03, MasTec’s substantiating documentation 

accompanying the requests was not submitted to MSE Power 
within thirty days following the thirty-day notice period of your 
claims. 

 
3. No mutual agreement has ever been entered into between MasTec 

and MSE Power pursuant to section 9.05 that extends the thirty-
day time limits of section 9.02 and 9.03. 

 
4. No mutual agreement has ever been entered into between MasTec 

and MSE Power pursuant to sections 9.07 and 10.01(B) providing 
for any adjustment in contract price. 

 
5. Pursuant to 10.02(D), MasTec has not submitted, in a form 

acceptable to MSE Power or otherwise, itemized cost breakdowns 
and data supporting the changes MasTec now claims.  Indeed, 
MasTec’s change order requests generally fail to provide any 
backup documentation or information to support these claims. 

 
Beyond the untimeliness of MasTec’s requests for additional payment as outlined 
above, MasTec is also not entitled to any additional payments because these 
claims concern matters which were either known to MasTec at the time it bid the 
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projects and otherwise within the scope of work called for by the project 
contracts, or were the result of work conditions which resulted from MasTec’s 
own actions or inactions.  Regardless, each of MasTec’s change order requests 
with regard to both the Waymart and Meyersdale projects cannot be honored due 
to MasTec’s failure to comply with the requirements of the project contracts.  
 

(Emphasis added). 
 

MasTec’s GAAP Violations Related to The Change Order Fraud 

125. Under GAAP, and specifically SOP 81-1, a company can not recognize revenue 

from change orders and cost overruns unless it is “probable” that it will actually receive the 

additional revenue from the client.  Without clear evidence of a client’s approval, or if a client 

has expressly rejected a change order, SOP 81-1 precludes the Company from considering the 

receipt of such revenue “probable.”   

126. Specifically, SOP 81-1 addresses accounting for change orders and accounting for 

cost overruns.  This provision provides unequivocally that “if change orders are in dispute or are 

unapproved in regard to both scope and price, they should be evaluated as claims...  [The] 

recognition of amounts of additional contract revenue relating to claims is appropriate only if it 

is probable that the claim will result in additional contract revenue and if the amount can be 

reliably estimated.”  Those two requirements are satisfied by the existence of all the following 

conditions:   

a. The contract or other evidence provides a legal basis for the claim; or a 
legal opinion has been obtained, stating that under circumstances there is a 
reasonable basis to support the claim. 

b. Additional costs are caused by circumstances that were unforeseen at the 
contract date and are not the result of deficiencies in the contractor’s 
performance. 

c. Costs associated with the claim are identifiable or otherwise determinable 
and are reasonable in view of the work performed. 

d. The evidence supporting the claim is objective and verifiable, not based on 
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management’s “feel” for the situation or on unsupported representations. 

127. MasTec failed to satisfy provision (a) of SOP 81-1.  Although the contracts on the 

Projects discussed above provided for the payment of change orders under certain conditions, as 

set forth above, MasTec clearly did not comply with the provisions of those contracts.  The 

change orders were not approved on any of those Projects, and were not submitted by the 

Company in advance of completing the work.  Indeed, most were not submitted by MasTec until 

after it had ceased all work on each of those projects. 

128. MasTec failed to satisfy provision (b) of SOP 81-1.  MasTec’s performance 

created a host of problems on each of these projects, including specifically:  (1) on the Coos Bay 

Project many of the change orders resulted from MasTec’s decision to implement direction 

drilling, which resulted in the pollution of waterways.  As a result of its performance, the 

Company is the subject of lawsuits by property owners harmed by its work on the Coos Bay 

Project, and of enforcement actions by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the Oregon 

Department of Environmental Quality.  Indeed, Defendant Shanfelter has been aware of the 

seriousness of the problems MasTec created since he began receiving cease-and-desist orders 

from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in September 2003, shortly after work on the Project 

began; (2) on the Rapid City Tie Project and the MSE Projects, as the witnesses explained, 

MasTec created the problems by, among other ways, its failure to adequately staff the Projects 

which caused the Company to fall behind schedule and incur substantial change orders for 

additional labor and overtime. 

129. MasTec failed to satisfy provision (c) of SOP 81-1.  MasTec did not comply with 

the prices the Company and its clients agreed to for the performance of certain tasks.  By 

breaching the agreement to perform specified tasks for a fixed amount, MasTec rendered the 

costs associated with the work performed undetermined and unreasonable.   
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130. MasTec failed to satisfy provision (d) of SOP 81-1.  MasTec never received any 

objective evidence supporting its claim for payment of work performed on change orders on the 

any of the projects.  Indeed, there could be no such evidence as MasTec’s clients rejected the 

unapproved and undocumented change orders the Company submitted.  Further, most of the 

change orders were not even submitted until after MasTec ceased work on these projects.  

Moreover, on the Cal-Pomona and Rapid Tie Project, MasTec had been expressly notified before 

the end of the third quarter, by both Cal-Pomona and ABB, respectively, that the change orders 

would not be paid.  The Company clearly had no evidence that claims on unauthorized and 

unapproved change orders would be paid.  

131. Having failed to satisfy these provisions, under GAAP, MasTec could not deem it 

“probable” that it would receive revenue from any of these projects for the work performed 

pursuant to change orders.  Therefore, under the clear terms of SOP 81-1, the Company was 

prohibited from recognizing any revenue from those change orders.   

132. Despite the lack of any basis on which to expect payment of the Company’s 

change orders, as MasTec ultimately admitted in its 2003 Form 10-K, the Company improperly 

recorded million of dollars in revenue from change orders in the third quarter of 2003.   

133. MasTec’s scheme to turn unprofitable contracts into profitable ones was no secret 

and, indeed, was the Company’s standard operating procedure.  An official with the Pipeline 

Workers of America (“Confidential Witness No. 17”), stated that it was MasTec’s motive to 

underbid a project, and then as the costs rise, hold the municipality hostage for the rest of it.   

134. This comports with the statements of a former Confidential Witness No. 14.  This 

witness stated that on each of the three substation construction projects he oversaw for MasTec, 

he was directed by his supervisors to submit unapproved change orders.  Specifically, with 
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regard to one of those projects, the construction of the Forney Energy Center in Dallas, 

Confidential Witness No. 14 stated that MasTec underbid for the project, which continued far 

longer than scheduled, and probably attempted to recoup some costs for extra man hours through 

the use of change orders. 

135. Confidential Witness No. 14, who lived and worked in Miami for four years, also 

described the practice of booking revenue on unapproved change orders as standard operating 

procedure at MasTec.  For its projects in South Florida, where it is based, the Company relies on 

its political weight and connections to ensure that change orders are approved and paid by 

clients.  When the Company attempted this practice in other areas of the country, however, the 

change orders it submitted were rejected and its job performance led it to be fired and sued by its 

client.   

E.  MasTec’s Scheme Succeeds As Its Stock Reaches A 3 Year High 
In Anticipation Of The Company’s Planned Secondary Public Offering 

136. The purpose (and payoff) for MasTec’s year-long effort to boost revenues and 

resurrect the Company’s stock price through fraudulent accounting methods became clear in 

January 2004, when the Company proposed a secondary public offering of MasTec stock, 

coupled with the sale of millions of shares of stock held by Defendant Mas and his family.   

137. On January 12, 2004, MasTec filed a registration statement on Form S-3 with the 

Securities and Exchange Commission for a proposed public offering of 9.5 million shares (the 

“Registration Statement”).  The stock was being offered at $15.93 dollars per share, resulting in 

proceeds for the Company in excess of $150 million.  As part of the same transaction, the “Mas 

Family Interests,” MasTec’s largest shareholders, proposed the sale of 4.75 million of their 

currently owned shares.  This included 2.27 million shares held personally by Defendant Mas Jr.    
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138. As of the filing of the Registration Statement, MasTec stock was trading at a 14 

month high of approximately $15 per share, up nearly $13, or 650%, from the $2.12 low it 

reached in 2002.   

139. The Registration Statement, and the Prospectus filed therewith, identified the Mas 

family members who would be selling in the offering, the amount of shares which they would 

offer for sale, and the proceeds to them as follows: 

Selling Shareholder           To Be Sold  

Jorge L. Mas               2,270,000 
Jose R. Mas              1,430,000 
Juan Carlos Mas               1,050,000 

 
Total Shares to be sold by Mas Family               4,750,000 

Proposed offering price per share                   $15.93 
Proceeds to Mas Family         $ 75,667,500 

140. Thus, Defendant Mas Jr. stood to personally reap over $36 million from this sale 

of stock.   

141. However, the SEC never approved MasTec’s proposed offering, and the 

Company never sold shares pursuant to the Registration Statement. 

142. Recognizing that SEC approval of the Registration Statement was not attainable, 

Mas Jr., for the first time since 2000, began selling his personal shares of MasTec.  Between 

January 14, 2004 and March 8, 2004, Mas Jr. sold 50,500 shares of MasTec for proceeds of just 

under $700,000.  Mas sold his stock at prices that ranged from $12.51 to $15.10 per share.   

143. On February 20, 2004, Mas Jr. filed a Form 144 “Notice of Proposed Sale of 

Securities” (“Form 144”) with the SEC that included a 10b5-1 Plan to sell 300,000 shares of 

MasTec stock held by him through a trust maintained for the benefit of Mas Jr. and his wife.  
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The Form 144 plan stated that the sale would be completed in increments of 30,000 shares a 

month until all such shares were sold.   

144. Defendant Mas Jr. stopped selling stock two days before MasTec announced that 

the filing of its 2003 Form 10-K would be delayed.  

VI. DEFENDANTS’ MATERIALLY FALSE AND MISLEADING  
STATEMENTS DURING THE CLASS PERIOD  

145. Prior to and during the Class Period, MasTec had a practice of issuing guidance 

for the upcoming quarter and year whenever it announced its financial results.  This guidance 

provided the basis by which Wall Street analysts who covered MasTec would establish their 

earnings estimates for each quarter and, thus, valued the stock.  The stock price of MasTec 

traded based upon, among other things, analysts’ recommendations which were driven by the 

price to earnings ratio for MasTec.  In this regard, on May 13, 2003, when MasTec issued a press 

release repeating its financial results for the first quarter of 2003, it also reported to investors, 

that, for the second quarter of 2003, MasTec expected earnings per share between $0.03 and 

$0.05.   

146. During 2003, MasTec continually reported financial results which either met or 

exceeded the Company’s earnings guidance and, correspondingly, met or exceeded estimates by 

Wall Street analysts.  This had a favorable impact on the price of MasTec shares, which rose by 

222% during the first three quarters of fiscal 2003.  However, as was ultimately revealed, the 

only way that MasTec was able to meet (or exceed) its publicly issued guidance was through a 

variety of accounting machinations which were intended to (and did) artificially inflate the 

Company’s publicly reported revenues and earnings.   

147. On August 12, 2003, the first day of the Class Period, MasTec issued a press 

release announcing its financial results for the second quarter of 2003.  The Company reported 
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revenue of $209.1 million and net income of $2.8 million, compared with revenue of $213.0 

million and net income of $1.8 million for the same period of the prior year.  Significantly, the 

Company reported net income per share of $0.06, an increase of $0.04 from the second quarter 

of 2002.  The earnings reported by MasTec in the August 12 press release exceeded the earnings 

guidance of $0.03 to $0.05 provided by the Company on May 13.  The Company highlighted this 

fact in its press release, noting in the heading that “2003 Second Quarter Earnings Were Above 

Estimates.”  In that press release, Defendant Shanfelter commented favorably on the Company’s 

strong earnings: 

We are pleased with the second quarter earnings performance.  These results 
represent solid evidence, as can be seen in our improving margins and growth, 
that our restructuring activities in the fourth quarter of 2002 were successful.  A 
visible trend has emerged that has set the stage for increasing profitability and 
cash flow.”   
 
148. For the reasons set forth in ¶¶ 29 - 135 above, however, the financial results 

reported in the Company’s August 12, 2003 press release were materially false and misleading.  

As was ultimately revealed, Defendants improperly recorded $1.3 million in revenue from 

PhaseCom, its Canadian subsidiary, during the second quarter, which had the effect of inflating 

the Company’s publicly reported net income by 37%.  PhaseCom perpetrated that fraud by 

recording revenues from fictitious invoices and unreliable receivables.  Defendant Weinstein, by 

the end of the first quarter of 2003, (1) was on notice of accounting misconduct at PhaseCom 

and, in particular, its IP&T group, relating to improper accounting for questionable receivables; 

(2) had taken control of PhaseCom’s accounts receivables in response to the misconduct; and (3) 

was receiving financial reports directly from the controller responsible for PhaseCom.  Had the 

Company’s financial results been reported accurately, the Company would not have exceeded its 

earnings guidance. 
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149. The Company’s financial results had a dramatic impact on the price of MasTec 

stock.  Within one week of the announcement, MasTec increased 15% from $7.80 per share to 

$9.  By the end of August 2003, MasTec stock was trading at more than $10 per share.   

150. In the August 12 press release, the Company also issued its guidance for the third 

quarter of 2003 and the year ended December 31, 2003.  Specifically, the Company stated that it 

expected revenue to be $230 to $245 million in the third quarter, with earnings per share between 

$0.11 and $0.13 (including a one-time gain of $0.02 on the sale of certain non-operating 

international assets).  The Company further stated that it now expected revenue for the fiscal year 

ended December 31, 2003, to be $825 to $870 million, and EPS ranging from $0.22 to $0.28 per 

share – a significant increase from the year-end guidance that had been issued in May 2003.   

151. On August 14, 2003, the Company filed its Form 10-Q for the second quarter 

ended June 30, 2003 with the SEC (the “Second Quarter 2003 10-Q”).  The 2003 Second Quarter 

10-Q was signed by Defendant Weinstein, and reiterated the false financial information that had 

been announced in the August 12, 2003 press release.   

152. On November 12, 2003, the Company issued a press release which announced 

2003 third quarter results that “increased 160% over 2002.”  The press release announced that, 

for the quarter ended September 30, 2003, the Company had revenue of $248.4 million and net 

income of $6.3 million, compared with revenue of $231.8 million and net income of $2.4 million 

for the comparable quarter of 2002.  Significantly, net income per share increased 160% to $0.13 

compared with $0.05 per share for the third quarter of 2002.  With respect to these results, 

Defendant Shanfelter again touted that MasTec had met its guidance, stating that “[w]e are once 

again on the high end of our earnings guidance and are very pleased with the financial results in 
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the third quarter, which was made possible by the continued execution of our strategy by 

MasTec’s team members.”   

153. On November 13, 2003, the Company held a conference call with analysts to 

discuss its third quarter results.  On that call, Defendants Shanfelter and Weinstein made clear 

that the reason the Company was able to report such strong results was because of the revenues 

the Company had booked from the Coos Bay Project.  In response to questions from analysts 

regarding the “huge spike in the energy segment” of MasTec’s business, Defendant Shanfelter 

stated: 

Let me handle the energy question first … The energy question is yes, there was 
definitely one project that hit in the very end of the second quarter but mostly in 
the third quarter, that was Coos Bay.  And I announced it in my opening 
comments, MasTec is 80% completed with an approximately $24 million project, 
and this was doing small diameter, 12, 6-inch, 4-inch pipe out in Oregon.  And it 
was from Rosebud, Oregon to Coos Bay.  That is definitely a spike.  And we are 
now complete with the project this year because of weather.  That will pick up in 
the end of the first quarter next year, and we will complete the rest, the 20 
percent, next year.  So that is the spike in that. 
 

(Emphasis added). 
 
154. Analysts immediately picked up on and commented on the Coos Bay project and 

its impact on the Company’s financial results.  For example, according to a November 14, 2003 

research report by Friedman Billings & Ramsey, “[t]he energy sector was up strongly during the 

quarter, due mostly to a small-diameter pipe project in Coos Bay County, Oregon.”  That report 

further provided that Coos Bay County was one of the ten largest customers for MasTec during 

the third quarter.   

155. On November 14, 2003, the Company filed its Form 10-Q for the third quarter 

ended September 30, 2003 with the SEC (the “Third Quarter 2003 10-Q”).  The Third Quarter 
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2003 10-Q was signed by Defendant Weinstein and reiterated the materially false financial 

information disclosed in the November 12, 2003 press release.  

156. The statements set forth in ¶ 147 and ¶¶ 150 - 155 above were materially false and 

misleading because, among other reasons:  

a. As set forth above in ¶¶ 51 - 135, the Company improperly booked $12 
million in revenue attributable to the Coos Bay Project, Rapid City Tie 
Project, Pomona Project, and MSE Projects, in violation of well-
established GAAP and the clear and express terms of the contracts on 
these projects by recording revenue from unauthorized and fictitious 
change orders; 

b. As set forth in ¶¶ 77, 90-91, 103-105, 107, 124 according to Confidential 
Witnesses No. 1, No. 7, No. 9, No. 13, Defendant Shanfelter knew, and 
Defendant Weinstein knew, or should have known, at the time they 
reported these financials, that the Company would not receive payment for 
work performed on change orders, yet the Company continued to record 
the revenue and profit generated from these change orders.  Under SOP 
81-1, the Company was prohibited from recognizing revenue from change 
orders without clear evidence of the clients’ approval.  As none of the 
clients on these projects ever approved the change orders which MasTec 
submitted, and in the cases of the Rapid City Tie Project and the Pomona 
Project, explicitly told MasTec that they would not pay the Company for 
these change orders, MasTec did not have any such evidence and thus was 
prohibited from recognizing any revenue from those orders; 

c. According to Confidential Witness No. 8, as set forth in ¶ 78-80, a 
substantial amount of the change orders were not submitted to Coos 
County until after litigation between MasTec and Coos County 
commenced in 2004.  For those orders it did not even submit to Coos 
County until after the Company ceased work on the project, MasTec was 
prohibited from recognizing any revenues in the third quarter of 2003, yet 
it did exactly that; 

d. Defendant Shanfelter’s statements on the conference call were also false 
and misleading because he represented that MasTec had completed 80% 
of the Coos Bay Project.  However, at the time Shanfelter made this 
statement the Project was at most only 40% complete.   

157. MasTec had admitted that it improperly recognized $5.8 million in revenue from 

these projects in the third quarter of 2003, and that such fraudulent revenue recognition allowed 

the Company to report earnings of $.13 per share.  MasTec has also admitted that, under GAAP, 
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its earnings, in actuality, were only $0.05 per share, or 62% less than originally reported.  Lead 

Plaintiffs’ investigation has determined that, in fact, the restatement should have been materially 

larger.  Thus, had the Company reported truthful and accurate financial results for the quarter, 

the Company’s results would have fallen far short of the Company’s earnings estimates and its 

stock price would have been negatively impacted.   

158. The Company wasted little time trying to capitalize on its strong third quarter 

financial results.  By the end of 2003, MasTec stock was trading at more than $15 per share – 

more than double the price the stock was trading at on August 12, 2003, when Defendants’ 

fraudulent scheme began.   

159. Seeking to take advantage of this inflated stock price, on January 12, 2004, 

MasTec filed a registration statement on Form S-3 with the SEC relating to a proposed 

secondary public offering of 9.5 million shares of common stock at a price of $15.93 per share, 

which would enable the Company to realize proceeds of more than $150 million.  Defendants 

Mas Jr., Shanfelter and Weinstein all signed the Registration Statement.   

160. Additionally, as part of the same transaction, the “Mas Family Interests,” 

MasTec’s largest shareholders, proposed the sale of 4.75 million of their currently owned shares, 

including 2.27 million shares held personally by Defendant Mas Jr.  All told, if the offering was 

completed, the Mas family stood to realize more than $75 million.   

161. Significantly, the Registration Statement included the Company’s materially false 

and misleading financial results for the second and third quarter of 2003 as set forth in ¶¶ 147-

148, 151-152, and 155-156.  Despite the fact that Defendants Shanfelter and Weinstein knew or 

recklessly disregarded that at this time: (1) the Company had completely stopped working on the 

Coos Bay Project, was embroiled in a dispute with Coos County, and had been informed by Coos 
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County that the unauthorized change orders already booked as revenue by the Company would 

not be paid; (2) ABB had refused to pay the Company for $2 million in change orders 

purportedly related to the Rapid City Tie Project; (3) Cal-Pomona had told MasTec that it would 

not pay MasTec for $2.7 million in cost overruns and other claims totaling $7.1 million 

purportedly related to the Pomona Project; and (4) MSE had refused to pay $2.4 million in 

change orders that MasTec had submitted in connection with the MSE Projects.  Yet ,the 

Registration Statement still reported that income for the nine months ended September 30, 2003 

was $7.4 million, including the same $6.3 million of income as originally reported in the Third 

Quarter 2003 10-Q.   

162. The SEC did not approve the Registration Statement.  Accordingly, beginning on 

January 14, 2004, Jorge Mas began selling his personal shares of MasTec.  In February, 2004, 

Mas Jr. filed a Form 144 “Notice of Proposed Sale of Securities” (“Form 144”) with the SEC 

that included a 10b5-1 Plan to sell 300,000 shares of MasTec stock held in a trust maintained for 

the benefit of him and his wife.  The Form 144 plan stated that the sale would be completed in 

increments of 30,000 shares a month until all such shares were sold.  Between January 14, 2004 

and March 8, 2004, Jorge Mas sold 50,500 shares of MasTec for proceeds of just under 

$700,000.  The prices at which Mas Jr. sold his stock ranged from $12.51 to $15.10 per share.  

Notably, these sales were the first sales of MasTec stock that Mas Jr. had made since 2000. 

A.  The Truth Begins To Emerge 

163. On March 10, 2004, MasTec announced that the filing of its 2003 Form 10-K was 

going to be delayed past the March 15 deadline.  MasTec filed a Form 12b-25 on that day with 

the SEC stating that it was “still in the process of providing the support necessary for its auditors 
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to conclude their work in connection with the audited financial statement for the year ended 

December 31, 2003…”    

164. Upon the release of this news, MasTec shares fell $2.00 per share, or 16.75%, to 

close at $9.94 per share.   

165. On March 18, 2004, MasTec’s stock price declined $2.31 per share, or 23%, to 

close at $7.75 per share when Standard & Poor’s Rating Services put the Company’s BB credit 

rating on watch for a downgrade, as a result of concerns that had been raised by the delay in 

filing the 2003 Form 10-K. 

166. On April 13, 2004, MasTec issued a press release that disclosed some of the 

accounting improprieties that occurred at the Company during the Class Period.  In that press 

release the Company announced “a net loss of $39.7 million ($0.83 per share) on revenue of 

$873.9 million for the year ended December 31, 2003, compared with a net loss of $128.8 

million ($2.15 per share) on revenue of $838.1 million for the prior year.”  As the Company 

stated in the press release, during its review and analysis of the Company’s 2003 year end 

results, MasTec’s management identified a number of matters that impacted current and prior 

period operating results, including cost overruns and projected losses on certain projects, 

revenues recognized on various contracts and work in progress and inventory overstatements at 

its Canadian subsidiary.  MasTec further divulged that as a result of these issues it may have to 

restate previously filed financial statements.   

167. In the April 13, 2004 press release, the Company also announced that Defendant 

Weinstein, the Company’s CFO since January of 2002, would be leaving the Company after the 

filing of the 2003 Form 10-K and would be replaced by David W. Sasnett.   
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168. Shares of MasTec fell 13%, on unusually high trading volume of 1.9 million 

shares, from its closing price of $9.68 on April 12, 2004 to a closing price of $8.39 on April 13, 

2004.  In the wake of the preliminary earnings release, Standard & Poor’s Rating Services 

lowered MasTec’s corporate credit rating from ‘BB’ to ‘BB-.’  An S&P statement attributed 

MasTec’s losses in part “to the breakdown of certain financial controls and policies.”   

169. The April 13 press release also reassured the public that the Company’s financial 

reporting problems would not persist in 2004.  Defendant Shanfelter stated that “Certainly, one 

of our highest priorities in 2004 will be improving our financial controls and reporting.”  

Shanfelter further assured the public that the MasTec “will be a more disciplined company in 

2004” and promised a “marked improvement in our operational performance.”  The Company 

stated that its 2003 Form 10-K would be filed the week of April 19, and would be followed by 

revenue and guidance for 2004.   

170. The Company did not file its 2003 Form 10-K the week of April 19, 2004.  The 

Company did not provide any explanation for the delay, nor did it say when the 2003 Form 10-K 

would be filed. 

171. On May 10, 2004, after the close of trading, MasTec filed a Notification of Late 

Filing on Form 12b-5 with the SEC to report that it could not file its Form 10-Q for the first 

quarter ended March 31, 2004 with the SEC (the “First Quarter 2004 10-Q”).  In that 

Notification, signed by Defendant Shanfelter, the Company explained that it would not be able to 

file its First Quarter 2004 10-Q without unreasonable effort and expense because MasTec was 

still in the process of providing the support necessary for its auditors to conclude their work in 

connection with the 2003 Form 10-K.  MasTec also reported that it expected the net loss for the 
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first quarter of 2004 to be significantly greater than the net loss of approximately $1.6 million 

reported for the first quarter of 2003.   

172. On May 11, 2004, Standard & Poor’s issued a press release lowering MasTec’s 

rating even further.  The release stated: 

We continue to be concerned about the breakdown of certain financial 
controls and policies, the length of time its is taking to complete the 2003 
audit, and the liquidity profile, including obtaining a waiver or amendment 
to bank covenants,” said Standard & Poor’s credit analyst Heather 
Henyon.   

 
173. In response to MasTec’s May 10 announcements and Standard & Poor’s May 11 

response, MasTec’s stock dropped 39%, from the previous day’s close of $6.56 to $3.99. 

174. On July 29, 2004, over four months late, the Company filed its annual report with 

the SEC on Form 10-K, which in Note 2 to the financial statements, provided some of the details 

relating to MasTec’s restatement of previously reported earnings for the years ended December 

31, 2002 and 2002, and for each of the first three quarters in fiscal 2003 (the “Restatement”).  

Through the Restatement, the Company admitted that its Class Period financial results included 

materially false and misleading information about the Company’s business and operations. 

175. The bulk of the Restatement for 2003 related to the second and third quarters.  

With respect to the second quarter of 2003, the quarterly information was restated for 

overstatements due to “irregularities in revenues recorded by the Canadian operations” in the 

amount of $1.3 million.  For the third quarter of 2003, the quarterly information was restated for 

$5.8 million of “previously recognized revenues related to work performed on undocumented or 

unapproved change orders and other matters which are being disputed by the Company’s 

clients.”  The Company did not, however, provide any further information about the 

Restatement, and did not identify any of the projects or customers at issue in the Restatement. 
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176. MasTec also had to restate its results for 2001 and 2002 because of other 

accounting irregularities and errors.  For example, as a result of errors in computing self-

insurance reserves, MasTec restated its financial results for the years ended 2001 and 2002 in the 

amount of $2.2 million and $4.7 million, respectively, to reflect increases in insurance expenses.  

MasTec also restated $4.9 million related to certain state income taxes because of an error it 

made in determining the ability to realize these taxes as net deferred tax assets at year end 2002. 

177. On August 18, 2004, MasTec announced that Joseph P. Kennedy II (“Kennedy”), 

Arthur B. Laffer (“Laffer”), and William N. Shiebler (“Shiebler”) had all resigned from the 

Company’s board of the directors.  The three had been members of MasTec’s board since 

October 1999, March 1994, and June 1999, respectively.  The directors resigned after Mas Jr. 

and the board failed to call a meeting to consider Laffer’s proposal to require an outside 

chairman and remove one of the other current directors in an attempt to make MasTec’s board 

independent.  Laffer did not identify who the second director he believed should be removed 

from the Board was, but all indications are that it was Mas Jr.’s younger brother, Jose R. Mas, 

who has been a member of the Board since August 2001 and currently serves as vice chairman.  

Laffer was Chairman of the Audit Committee throughout 2003 until he resigned on March 11, 

2003, a day after MasTec announced it would be delayed in filing its 2003 10-K.  Laffer was 

replaced by Sherrill Hudson (“Hudson”) as MasTec’s Chairman of the Audit Committee.  

Hudson served in this capacity until she too resigned from the board on July 7, 2004, several 

weeks before MasTec filed its 2003 10-K and Restatement.   

178. On August 20, 2004, MasTec announced the resignation of David Sasnett, who 

was named to assume the position as MasTec’s CFO only four months earlier.  According to the 

Company, Sasnett was in charge of the effort to complete its 2003 financial reporting.   
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179. On August 30, 2004, MasTec’s independent registered public accountants, Ernst 

& Young, informed the Company that it was resigning as the Company’s auditor.  Ernst & 

Young did not provide a reason for its resignation. 

180. On December 23, 2004, MasTec finally filed its Form 10-Qs for the first and 

second quarters of 2004.  In these filings, which were made five months after the Company 

initially filed its restated financial statements in the 2003 Form 10-K, the Company—for the first 

time—disclosed the identity of the projects at issue in the Restatement.  As the Company now 

admits, “In 2003, the Company’s quarterly financial information was restated for $6.1 million of 

previously recognized revenue related primarily to work performed on undocumented or 

unapproved change orders and other matters disputed by the Company’s clients.  The revenue 

restatement was related to projects performed for ABB Power (“ABB”) and MSE Power 

Systems (“MSE”), the University of California, and in connection with restated Canadian 

revenue.” 

COUNT I 

AGAINST DEFENDANTS MASTEC, SHANFELTER AND WEINSTEIN FOR 
VIOLATIONS OF SECTION 10(b) OF THE EXCHANGE ACT 

181. Lead Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every allegation above, as if fully set 

forth herein.  This Count is brought pursuant to Section 10(b) of the Exchange Act, 15 U.S.C. § 

78(j), and Rule 10b-5 promulgated thereunder, 17 C.F.R. 240.10b-5, on behalf of all members of 

the Class against defendants MasTec, Shanfelter, and Weinstein (the “10(b) Defendants”). 

182. Throughout the Class Period, the 10(b) Defendants directly and indirectly, by use 

of the means and instrumentalities of interstate commerce, the United States mails and a national 

securities exchange, employed devices, schemes and artifices to defraud, made untrue statements 

of material fact and omitted to state material facts necessary in order to make the statements 
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made, in light of the circumstances under which they were made, not misleading, and engaged in 

acts, practices and a course of business which operated as a fraud upon Lead Plaintiffs and the 

members of the Class. 

183. Defendants MasTec and Individual Defendants Shanfelter and Weinstein, as the 

top executive officers of MasTec, are liable as direct participants in the wrongs complained of 

herein.  Through their positions of control and authority as officers and/or directors of MasTec, 

Defendants Shanfelter and Weinstein were able to control and did control the content of the 

public statements contained herein and in reckless disregard of the true financial results of 

MasTec, they caused the above complained of public statements to contain misstatements and 

omissions of material facts as alleged herein.     

184. As alleged above, a strong inference of scienter as to the defendants named in this 

Count is established by the following facts:   

a. MasTec issued earnings and revenue guidance in its reported financial 
results during the Class Period and the Company was determined to meet 
these estimates by any means necessary;  

b. Coos Bay was one of the largest and most significant contracts entered 
into by MasTec, and critical to the Company’s ability to meet its guidance; 

c. As evidenced by their public statements regarding the Coos Bay Project, 
Defendants Shanfelter and Weinstein closely followed and were fully 
informed about the progress and status of the Coos Bay Project, including 
the problems impacting that Project; 

d. As senior officers of MasTec, the Individual Defendants knew or were 
severely reckless in disregarding the accounting misconduct at PhaseCom, 
by virtue of their direct access to the internal and external audits of 
PhaseCom in 2002 and 2003 that identified instances of accounting 
misconduct at PhaseCom and, in particular, at its IP&T group.  In 
particular, Defendant Weinstein knew of or was severely reckless in 
disregarding the accounting misconduct at PhaseCom in the second 
quarter of 2003, by virtue of the direct control he exercised over 
PhaseCom’s accounting and financial reporting during the Class Period, 
including directly controlling PhaseCom’s accounts receivable and 
receiving direct reports from PhaseCom’s controller; 
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e. As senior officers of MasTec, Defendants Shanfelter and Weinstein knew 
or recklessly disregarded the terms of the contract governing the Coos 
Bay, Rapid City Tie, and the MSE Projects, including the provisions 
requiring MasTec to obtain approval in advance for change orders, and 
that in the absence of such written approval MasTec had no right under the 
contract to seek payment for such change orders and in fact had explicitly 
waived the right to seek payment;   

f. With respect to the various contracts described herein, Defendants 
Shanfelter and Weinstein knew, or recklessly disregarded, that MasTec 
was booking millions of dollars of revenue in excess of the amounts 
specified in the contracts—a red flag that required the defendants to 
inquire into the reasons why that was so; 

g. Defendants Shanfelter and Weinstein participated in weekly conference 
calls during which the status and profitability of the Company’s 
construction projects were reviewed;     

h. Defendants Shanfelter and Weinstein received weekly accounting reports 
summarizing the profitability of MasTec’s on-going projects; 

i. Defendant Shanfelter was aware of, and participated in, negotiations 
during the third quarter of 2003 with Cal-Pomona to renegotiate the value 
of the contract for the Pomona Project because the Company was losing 
money on the Project, and defendants Shanfelter and Weinstein either 
knew, or were reckless in not knowing, that Cal-Pomona had informed 
MasTec in the summer of 2003 that it would not pay any sums above 
those specified in the contract; 

j. As senior officers of MasTec, Defendants Shanfelter and Weinstein knew 
or recklessly disregarded that MasTec had incurred $2 million in change 
orders on the Rapid City Tie Project, and that ABB had informed MasTec 
by August 2003 that it would not pay MasTec for the change orders; 

k. As senior officers of MasTec, Defendants Shanfelter and Weinstein knew 
or recklessly disregarded that the Pomona Project contract was a “fixed 
price project” and that pursuant to California state law Cal-Pomona could 
not pay MasTec any money beyond what was provided for by the contract;   

l. Defendants Shanfelter and Weinstein knew or recklessly disregarded that 
MasTec had recorded millions of dollars worth of unapproved change 
orders as revenue, in violation of the express terms of the contracts and 
GAAP.  Indeed, under GAAP, defendants were required to obtain 
evidence that the change orders had been approved by Coos County, ABB, 
MSE and that the cost overruns had been approved by Cal-Pomona before 
the revenue had been recognized.  Yet, defendants obtained no such 
evidence, because none existed;   
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m. A component of the Restatement was attributable to accounting 
irregularities, which is tantamount to an admission of fraud; and Weinstein 
was forced to resign his position as CFO as a result of the accounting 
machinations; 

n. In addition, the 10(b) Defendants were sued for accounting improprieties 
in 2002.  In July 2002, a MasTec shareholder who had filed a derivative 
complaint against senior management, including Defendant Shanfelter and 
Defendant Mas Jr., charged MasTec with reporting greater revenue on 
certain contracts than permitted under the contract, and for booking up to 
$5 million in income for certain projects on the books of two separate 
subsidiaries;   

o. A July 16, 2002 letter to the Board, care of Mas Jr., sent in connection 
with that derivative litigation identified specific instances in which 
MasTec inflated its revenues in 2000 by overstating the amount of work in 
progress on certain construction contracts.  First, the letter disclosed that a 
member of MasTec’s Miami management team, Joaquin Urqiola, took the 
amounts he received from the Los Angeles office of MasTec’s Upper 
Valley Utilities and inflated them to meet analysts’ estimates.  Employees 
in MasTec divisions in Idaho and Phoenix confirmed this practice.  
Second, the July 16 letter identified a specific construction project, for 
Williams Communications in California, from which MasTec’s 
subsidiaries in Utah and Idaho both recorded the same revenues, thus 
doubling the revenue MasTec recorded from this project.  Finally, the 
letter specifically accused Mas Jr. of directing this misconduct.  This 
overstatement of work in progress to inflate revenue mirrors the fraudulent 
conduct at PhaseCom in the second quarter of 2003.  MasTec settled that 
derivative action in November 2003, and agreed as part of the settlement 
to establish a Management Review Committee to review and make 
recommendations to the Board regarding contract administration and 
management with emphasis on the Company’s billing practices to ensure 
MasTec’s billings practices were proper. 

185. Defendants Shanfelter and Weinstein also had motive and opportunity to commit 

the fraud.  Motive is demonstrated by the fact that, shortly after the Company reported its third 

quarter results, the Company filed a registration statement seeking to conduct a public offering of 

9.5 million shares, which would have enabled the Company to realize proceeds in excess of $150 

million.  As part of that offering, and in addition to the shares that the Company intended to sell, 

defendant Mas Jr. and his family intended to sell 4.75 million shares, which would have resulted 

in proceeds of more than $75 million.  Motive is further demonstrated by the fact that defendant 
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Mas Jr. sold 50,500 shares between January 9, 2004 and March 8, 2004.  The timing of these 

sales was suspicious, as they took place at the same time MasTec filed its registration statement, 

and ended just two days before the Company announced that it would not be able to file its 2003 

Form 10-K on time.  Moreover, these were the first sales of MasTec that Mas Jr. had made since 

February 2000.   

186. As a direct and proximate result of the wrongful conduct by the Defendants 

named in this Count, Lead Plaintiffs and the other members of the Class suffered damages in 

connection with their purchases of MasTec common stock.  Had Lead Plaintiffs and the other 

members of the Class known of the material adverse information not disclosed by the 

defendants, or been aware of the truth behind these defendants’ material misstatements, they 

would not have purchased MasTec common stock at artificially inflated prices. 

187. The claim was brought within two years after the discovery of this fraud and 

within five years of the making of the statements alleged herein to be materially false and 

misleading.   

188. By virtue of the foregoing, MasTec and Defendants Shanfelter and Weinstein 

violated Section 10(b) of the Exchange Act and Rule 10b-5 promulgated thereunder and are 

liable to Lead Plaintiffs and the members of the Class, each of whom has been damaged as a 

result of such violations. 

189. As has now been admitted by the Company in the Restatement and as more 

particularly set forth above, the Company’s financial statements throughout the Class Period did 

not comply with GAAP and were, therefore, materially false and misleading.  
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COUNT II 

AGAINST DEFENDANTS SHANFELTER, WEINSTEIN AND MAS JR.  
FOR VIOLATIONS OF SECTION 20(a) OF THE EXCHANGE ACT 

190. Lead Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each of the allegations set forth in the 

foregoing paragraphs.  This Count is brought pursuant to Section 20(a) of the Exchange Act on 

behalf of the Class against defendants Shanfelter, Weinstein and Mas Jr. 

191. Defendants Shanfelter, Weinstein, and Mas Jr. acted as controlling persons of 

MasTec during the Class Period and within the meaning of Section 20(a) of the Exchange Act as 

alleged herein.  By virtue of their high-level positions with the Company, stock holdings, 

participation in and/or awareness of the Company's operations and/or intimate knowledge of the 

Company's actual performance, Shanfelter, Weinstein, and Mas Jr. had the power to influence 

and control and did influence and control, directly or indirectly, the decision-making of the 

Company, including the content and dissemination of the various statements which Lead 

Plaintiffs contend are false and misleading.  Shanfelter, Weinstein, and Mas Jr. were provided 

with or had unlimited access to copies of the Company's reports, press releases, public filings 

and other statements alleged by Lead Plaintiffs to be misleading prior to and/or shortly after 

these statements were issued and had the ability to prevent the issuance of the statements or 

cause the statements to be corrected. 

192. In addition, Shanfelter, Weinstein, and Mas Jr. had direct involvement in the day-

to-day operations of the Company and, therefore, are presumed to have had the power to control 

or influence the particular transactions giving rise to the securities violations as alleged herein, 

and exercised the same. 

Defendant Mas Jr.   

193. Defendant Mas Jr. was a control person of the Company by virtue of his position 
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as the Company’s Chairman of the Board since January 1998 and his position as a MasTec 

Board member since March 1994.  Defendant Mas Jr. was also a control person of the Company 

by virtue of his ownership of almost 40% of the Company’s outstanding stock during the Class 

Period.  Indeed, in its 2002 Form 10-K, MasTec stated: 

We are controlled by a small number of our existing shareholders. 

Jorge Mas, our Chairman, and other members of his family beneficially 
own approximately 49.6% of the outstanding shares of our common stock.  
Accordingly, they remain in a position to effectively: 

- control the vote of most matters submitted to our 
shareholders, including any merger, consolidation or sale of 
all or substantially all of our assets; 

- elect all of the members of the Board of Directors; 

- prevent or cause a change in our control; and 

- decide whether we will issue additional common stock or 
other securities or declare dividends. 

Further, beginning in 2002, Mas Jr. was Chairman of MasTec’s Executive Committee, the 

principal function of which is “to act for the Board of Directors when action is required between 

full Board meetings.”  By virtue of these positions, Mas Jr. exercised actual power, or control 

over the improprieties alleged herein and was in a position to control or influence the contents of, 

or otherwise cause corrective disclosures to have been made in the Company’s SEC filings, press 

releases and other public statements.  Mas Jr. participated in the day-to-day management of the 

Company and made numerous statements on behalf of the Company.   

194. According to MasTec’s former Controller (“Confidential Witness No. 10”), Mas 

Jr. was in the “loop” on the Company’s day to day operations during the Class Period.  Indeed, 

according to Confidential Witness No. 1, Mas Jr. participated in weekly status conference calls 

regarding the status of the Pomona Project.  Mas Jr.’s substantial control over MasTec was 
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evident in August 2004 when he forced the resignation of three prominent members of the 

Company’s Board of Directors.  Mas Jr.’s dominance over the Board of Directors further 

establishes his role as a control person of MasTec.   

Defendant Shanfelter  

195. Defendant Shanfelter was a control person of the Company by virtue of his 

positions as a member of the Board of Directors and the Company’s President and Chief 

Executive Officer since August 2001.  Shanfelter was also a control person by virtue of his 

substantial ownership position of the Company’s stock during the Class Period.  Shanfelter 

owned 955,929 shares and had options to purchase 553,379 shares that were exercisable as of 

December 31, 2003.  By virtue of his positions with the Company, Shanfelter was in a position to 

control or influence the contents of, or otherwise cause corrective disclosures to have been made 

in the Company’s SEC filings, press releases and other public statements that contained 

materially false and misleading statements that were disseminated during the Class Period.  

During the Class Period, Shanfelter participated in the day-to-day management of the Company, 

and made numerous statements on behalf of the Company, and he signed its First and Second 

Quarter 2003 Form 10-Qs.   

Defendant Weinstein 

196. Defendant Weinstein was a control person of the Company by virtue of his 

position as the Company's Chief Financial Officer and Executive Vice President, serving in these 

positions since January 2002.  By virtue of his position as CFO, Weinstein was directly 

responsible for the Company’s financial statements.  By virtue of his positions with the 

Company, Defendant Weinstein was in a position to control or influence the contents of, or 

otherwise cause corrective disclosures to have been made in the Company’s SEC filings, press 



releases and other public statements that contained materially false and misleading statements

that were disseminated during the Class Period. During the Class Period, Weinstein participated ~

in the day-to-day management of the Company and made numerous statements on behalf of the

Company. He also signed the Company's First and Second Quarter 2003 Form 10-Qs.

PRAYER FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, Lead Plaintiffs pray for relief and judgment, as follows:

1. Declaring this action to be a proper class action pursuant to Rule 23(a) and (b)(3)

of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure on behalf of the Class defined herein;

2. Awarding Lead Plaintiffs and the Class compensatory damages;

3. Awarding Lead Plaintiffs and the Class pre-judgment and post-judgment interest,

as well as reasonable attorneys' fees, expert witness fees and other costs; and

4. Awarding such other relief as this Court may deem just and proper.

JURY TRIAL DEMAND

Pursuant to Rule 38(b) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, Lead Plaintiffs hereby

demand a trial by jury in this action of all issues so triable.

Dated: February 22, 2005 Respectfully submitted,

By: t?tt-t.IJ-.Q.--, J lie Prag 1 ale
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      YOURMAN ALEXANDER  
      & PAREKH LLP 
      Kevin Yourman 
      Behram V. Parekh 
      3601 Aviation Blvd., Suite 3000 
      Manhattan Beach, California 90266 
      Tel: (310) 725-6400 
      Fax: (310) 725-6420 
 
      Attorneys for Lead Plaintiff Alex Meruelo   
      Living Trust and Co-Lead Counsel for the   
      Class 



CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing has been furnished ~

via U.S. First Class Mail, this 22nd day of February, 2005, to the following:

HOLLAND & KNIGHT LLP
Tracy A. Nicols
Louise Brais
Michael Garcia
701 Brickell Avenue, Suite 3000
Miami, FL 33131
Tel: (305) 374-8500
Fax: (305) 789-7799
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